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ABSTRACT 

In 2012, plasma figuring was proven to be an alternative solution for the 

fabrication of large scale ultra-precise optical surfaces. Indeed, plasma figuring 

was successfully demonstrated on a metre class glass surface. The process 

was exceptionally rapid but residual errors were observed. This thesis 

addresses this issue by proposing an enhanced tool that provides a highly 

collimated plasma jet.  

The enhanced tool is characterized by a targeted material removal footprint in 

the range 1 to 5 mm FWHM. The energy beam is provided by an Inductively 

Coupled Plasma (ICP) torch equipped with a De-Laval nozzle. This thesis 

focuses on characterization and optimisation of the bespoke plasma torch and 

its plasma jet. Two research investigations were carried out using both 

numerical and experimental approaches.  

A novel CFD model was created to analyse and understand the behaviour of 

high temperature gas in the De-Laval nozzle. The numerical approach, that was 

based on appropriate profiles of temperature and velocity applied to the nozzle 

inlet, led to a significant reduction of computational resources. This model 

enabled to investigate the aerodynamic phenomena observed from the nozzle 

inlet up to the processed surface. Design rules and the effect of changing 

nozzle parameters were identified. Sensitivity analysis highlighted that the 

throat diameter is the most critical parameter.  

A challenging power dissipation analysis of the plasma torch was carried out. 

Temperature and flow rate in key components of the torch were measured. 

Experimental results enabled to calculate the power dissipation values for RF 

power up to 800 W and for the entire series of designed nozzles. This work 

enabled to scientifically understand the power dissipation mechanism in the 

bespoke ICP torches. In addition, by comparing the intensity of the power 

dissipation values, one nozzle was clearly identified as being more capable to 

provide a highly efficient plasma jet. 
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1 

1 Introduction 

Large scale ultra-precise surfaces are required for several major science 

programmes. Large optics are used in laser energy fusion plants: National 

Ignition Facility (NIF), Laser Megajoule (LMJ) and High Power laser Energy 

Research facility (HiPER). In the area of integrated circuits, large mirrors are 

required for extreme ultra violet (EUV) lithography for patterning structures at 7 

nm node (Samsung) and 5 nm node (TSMC). Another field of interest is 

astronomical projects. Both the European Extremely Large Telescope (EELT) 

and the Thirty Meters Telescope (TMT) are designed on the bases of a 

segmented primary mirror that is tens of meters in diameter. 

Conventional surface figuring methods will not meet the form accuracy 

requirements because of the large demand. Also the fabrication of thousands of 

metre-size (form accuracy better than 20 nm RMS and surface roughness 

better than ~1 nm RMS) led to an expected processing duration of ten hours 

which has not been demonstrated yet. 

Both ultra-precision grinding and polishing are mature, while the surface figuring 

process is not. Currently, existing figuring processes includes Ion Beam 

Figuring (IBF) and Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF). Although these 

processes can achieve high form accuracy and excellent surface roughness, 

they cannot meet the ten hour target. Also it must be mentioned that the high 

vacuum chamber used for the IBF process affects the cost significantly. 

An alternative approach is the used of plasma jet at atmospheric pressure. 

Plasma based figuring techniques have been proven to be a successful 

alternative method for the finishing step by many research institutes. Among 

these plasma figuring techniques, the Reactive Atom Plasma (RAP) was 

developed in the context of metre scale optical surfaces correction. Research 

on RAP has been progressed at Cranfield University Precision Engineering 

Institute since 2003. Many optical materials, such as ULE, fused silica, silicon, 

BK7 and SiC, are proven to be processed using the RAP. The RAP process 

combines high surface finishing and high removal rates. The world largest 
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plasma figuring machine (Helios 1200) was created through collaboration 

between RAPT Industries and Cranfield University in 2008. This machine is 

based on a motion controller and an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) torch, 

where argon (main gas) and SF6 (reactive species) are ignited using alternated 

current. In 2012, a rapid surface figuring demonstration was carried out on a 

420 mm x 420 mm ULE glass surface by Castelli et al. using Helios 1200. Form 

accuracy of 31 nm RMS was achieved from originally 373 nm RMS within 3 

iterations of 45 mins each. This result proved that the RAP process was an 

ideal alternative for the figure correction of large optical surfaces. However, mid-

spatial frequencies (MSF) were observed and analysed by Jourdain and 

Castelli. MSF could result in hazing effect, and lead to energy loss. Therefore, 

minimization and elimination of MSF had to be addressed in the next step of the 

plasma figuring research.  

Highly collimated energy beams characterized by a material removal footprint in 

the range 1 to 5 mm FWHM and removal rate in the range 1~5 mm3 min-1 were 

targeted. This project focuses on characterization and optimisation of a bespoke 

plasma torch and its plasma jet. The following objectives have to be addressed: 

1. Creation of a method for tuning the plasma delivery system: Investigation 

of the RF network of the plasma delivery system and determination of the 

influencing factors. Find out the optimum parameters in the RF network. 

2. Numerical analysis of a De-Laval nozzle of the plasma torch: 

Investigation of the thermodynamic property of the gas mixture using 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. 

3. Power dissipation analysis of the plasma torch: Investigation of the 

power loss mechanism of a plasma delivery system for the bespoke ICP 

torch. 

4. Experimental tests of enhanced nozzles: Design of a series of De-Laval 

nozzles based on the results obtained through the CFD analysis. Test 

the nozzles using the power dissipation analysis.  

The structure of this thesis is indicated below: 
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Chapter 2 contains a comprehensive literature survey that was made to 

introduce the scientific and commercial background of plasma figuring 

technique, a clear statement of previous works and current challenges. The gap 

of knowledge was identified after reviewing all the related literatures.  

Chapter 3 contains the methodologies of the project. It includes four work 

packages (WP) of investigation to achieve the aforementioned four objectives. 

Chapter 3 explains how the investigation in each WP works and the logical 

relationship of each other. 

Chapter 4 contains the description of the model creation, experimental setup 

and the instrumentation and equipment used throughout this PhD project. 

Chapter 5 presents the results of the four work packages.  

Section 5.1 contains the work carried out to investigate the RF network 

response. An optimum tuning of three system parameters is recommended. 

Section 5.2 contains the discussion about the results obtained in CFD 

simulation work. The model is based on the High Temperature Jet (HTJ) 

specifically for a De-Laval nozzle. It was validated initially with a benchmark 

model [1] and further validated against with the previous material removal 

footprints.   

Section 5.3 focuses on the power dissipation mechanism of the bespoke ICP 

torch and its original nozzle. Temperature and flow rate measurements were 

carried out and these results are used to calculate how much power the torch 

loses through its two key components: nozzle and coil. This method was used 

to test the designed nozzles -Section 5.4. 

Section 5.4 contains the new nozzles that are designed based on the CFD 

simulation results and engineering experience. These nozzles are tested using 

the power dissipation measurement. Finally, an optimisation nozzle was chosen 

from all those new nozzles with higher torch efficiency.  

Chapter 6 contains the discussion about the whole work of this thesis. Problems 

and advancements are highlighted.  
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Chapter 7 contains the author’s conclusions and highlights the contributions to 

the knowledge.  

Chapter 8 contains the future work suggestions. 
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2 Literature review  

2.1 Large optical fabrication 

2.1.1 Demands 

Ultra-precise and ultra-smooth surfaces are gaining in importance.  Large scale 

ultra-precise optical surfaces are becoming the main consumable for several 

international science programmes and research projects. These include laser 

fusion energy, extreme ultra violet (EUV) lithography and ground and space 

based telescopes (Figure 2-1). A variety of astronomical projects such as the 

European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) and the Thirty Meters Telescope 

(TMT) led to design and fabrication of segmented primary mirrors of tens of 

meters in diameter [2,3]. Thus, this research focuses on an advanced optical 

figuring fabrication process for large and ultra-precise surfaces. First we will 

focus on the high end materials used.  

   

Figure 2-1 International science programmes: 1) Ground telescopes (EELT) [4]; 2) 

EUV lithography (ASML) [5]; 3) National Ignition Facilities (NIF) [6] 

2.1.2 Materials 

In the aforementioned world leading projects, glass and glass ceramics are very 

often selected for the optical components.  Taking the telescopes application for 

examples, they require extremely small thermal coefficient expansion and high 

stiffness. Corning ULE® is well known since it became the material choice for 

the primary mirror of Hubble space telescope. Another material named 

Zerodur® (Schott company) was supplied for Chandra X-ray Observatory and 

ESO/ Very Large Telescope (VLT), and Keck telescope. Materials like Fused 

silica and silicon carbide (SiC) are also used frequently. 
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ULE® is a titania-silicate glass characterised by an extremely low coefficient 

thermal expansion (CTE). CTE is lower than 3.3x 10-8 K-1  for temperature 

range of 5 to 35 ºC [7]. It is made using a flame soot deposition process that 

currently yields monolithic boules. This material is used for the fabrication of 

lightweight optics. Indeed, 80% weight reduction was achieved by the 

lightweight fusion bonded structures, while 95% from ultra-lightweight frit 

bonded structures. The 1.5 m class ULE mirrors with areal densities less than 

10 kg m-2, was made for an application requires light-weighting and 

corresponding high stiffness-to-weight ratio. 

Zerodur® is a glass ceramic  material (inorganic, non-porous lithium aluminium 

silicon oxide) that is widely used for ground-based telescopes [8], [9]. Although 

it has similar material properties with ULE, Zerodur is very different because it is 

a glass ceramic [10]. Zerodur is more cost effective for large mirror blanks (~8 

m corner to corner) [9]. The areal density of 45 kg m-2 is common. 

Silicon carbide (SiC) is a ceramic. It is a popular candidate for optical mirrors 

because of the excellent thermo-mechanical properties, with better thermal 

stability and stiffness than ULE or Zerodur. Its mechanical properties make it 

very difficult to machine. Diamond is used to grind or polish SiC. Its machining 

is accompanied with serious tool wear. Also, on the surface of a lightweighted 

SiC substrate, a scanning print-through is the main issue. 

Fused silica is a non-crystalline glass of silicon dioxide with excellent optical 

qualities. This is a very low thermal expansion material with CTE of 5.5x 10-7 K-1  

in the range of 25 -100 ºC (data from Schott Lithosil [11]), and also extremely 

thermal shock resistant, enabling its use in precision mirror substrates [12]. With 

much better ultraviolet transmission than other glasses, fused silica is a great 

choice for ultraviolet spectrum lenses.  

The basis of approach for choosing an optical material is to assess 

homogeneity, absence of bubbles, chemical resistance, CTE, specific stiffness, 

workability. Generally, the ideal material has a large specific stiffness and a 

small CTE. From the Table 2-1, no material could meet the aforesaid 
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requirements. Thus, comprehensive estimation is carried out to make a decision 

for each specific mirrors design.  

Table 2-1 Properties of optical material options (value is given from low to high 

temperature) 

Material Density   
(g cm-3) 

Elasticity 
modulus 
(GPa) 

Poisson 
ratio 

CTE  

(10-6 K
-1

) 

Thermal 
conductivity 

(W mK
-1

) 

Thermal 
diffusivity  

(10-6m2s
-1

) 

ULE 2.21 67.6 0.17 0.033 1.31 0.77 

Zerodur 2.53 91 0.24 0.02-0.1 1.64 0.72 

SiC 2.89-3.21 391-466 0.25 2.4 150-57 65-13 

SiO2 2.2 72.1 0.17 0.55 1.31 0.75 

2.1.3 Technical specifications of large optics 

In order to realize these new instruments mentioned in section 2.1.1, the 

figuring process should meet the following requirements: 

1) High form accuracy (better than λ/60 RMS); 

2) Low surface roughness (less than 1nm RMS); 

3) Rapid surface figure correction at nanometre accuracy (better than 10 h m-2). 

   

Figure 2-2 Segments of EELT: The size of EELT’s primary mirror [4] (left); The 

prototype segment fabricated by Cranfield University  (right) 
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2.1.4 Optical fabrication processes chain 

Fabrication steps of large mirrors include grinding, polishing, surface figure 

correction. Cranfield University Precision Engineering Institute has proposed a 

process chain of three subsequent machining steps (Figure 2-3). The target is 

to reach a 20 hours cycle time for each step of surface generation[13].  

 

Figure 2-3 Rapid production chain for large scale mirror segment fabrication [13] 

2.2 Surface figuring process based on plasma jets  

Surface figuring is the final process to correct surface form errors. This takes 

place after the chemical-mechanical polishing processes. Figuring techniques 

are normally performed as the final step to remove the long spatial frequencies 

(form errors) and surface damages. Castelli has reviewed the Reactive Atom 

Plasma (RAP) figuring and other competing techniques used in optical 

fabrication, including Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF) [14], Ion Beam 

Figuring (IBF) [15], Fluid Jet Polishing (FJP) [16], Elastic Emission Machining 

(EEM) [17].  

Chen [18] defined plasma as a ‘quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral 

particles which exhibits collective behaviour’. These moving particles may form 

concentrations of positive and negative charges that form local electric fields. 

The electrical current that is due to the movement of charges induces magnetic 
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fields at the same time [19]. Highly energized electrons collide with each other 

and consequently transfer thermal energy to surrounding atoms and ions. 

These three processes take place at the same time [20].  

Section 2.2 introduces existing plasma figuring processes carried out at 

atmospheric pressure. These figuring methods have been developed for ultra-

precision surface figure correction. 

2.2.1 Chemical aspects 

The optical materials mentioned in 2.1.2 are all silicon based materials. Fluorine 

or chlorine radicals are used to process those surfaces. The preferred reactive 

gases are Nitrogen trifluoride (NF3), Carbon tetrafluoride (CF4), and Sulfur 

hexafluoride (SF6). O2 is introduced sometimes together with those reactive 

gases to reduce the polymeric contaminations (COxFy or SOxFy) by producing 

CO2 or SO2. In the project of this thesis, SF6 was used and the chemical 

equation is given in (2-1) or (2-2) [21]: 

3 SiO2 + 2 SF6 → 3SiF4 (g) + 2 SO2 (g) + O2 (g)  (ΔH: -309.82 kJ mol-1) (2-1) 

3 SiO2 + 2 SF6 → 3SiF4 (g) + 2 SO3 (g)  (ΔH: -511.74 kJ mol-1)  (2-2) 

From an energetic viewpoint, (2-2) is preferred over (2-1). Both of these two 

reactions are exothermic, but the energy released by (2-2) reaction is higher 

than (2-1). (2-2) produces more stable SO3 molecule. 

2.2.2 Toolpath algorithms 

Castelli summarised different types of tool paths that can be used in 

deterministic finishing [22]. Apart from the most common raster-scanning and 

spiral tool-paths, randomised tool-paths investigation is emphasised by 

researchers to reduce the MSFs on a polished surface. A random pitch spiral 

path (Figure 2-4, left) was used in the MRF processing on a nucleated glass flat 

mirror with 100mm in diameter. No strong periodic feature in the Power Spectral 

Density (PSD) curve can be found in the result (Figure 2-4, right).  
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Figure 2-4 Schematic of random pitch spiral path (left) and PSD for random pitch 

spiral polished region (right) [23]  

However, plasma figuring is strongly affected by heat variation comparing to 

IBF, MRF, and other sub-aperture polishing. The basis temperature of the 

whole substrate increases successively, leading to an increased material 

removal rate. Leibniz Institute for Surface Modification (IOM) applied a heat 

transfer simulation in the velocity map but kept the same raster scanning 

algorithm [24].  But this method is considered not applicable for large surface 

processing, as the simulation of large workpiece takes much longer time. 

Castelli presented a reversed staggered rastering tool-path [22]. Figure 2-5 

illustrated the first two loops of the tool path. The torch travels the raster-

scanning path with a larger staggering step, and reverses the path until the 

whole surface is covered. This algorithm strategy could improve the 

homogeneity of thermal distribution of the substrate, and reduce the 

temperature gradient effects. ~30 nm PV form over 70mm length can be 

achieved using this tool-path. 
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Figure 2-5 Schematic of reversed staggered tool-path algorithm in [22] 

2.2.3 Reactive Atom Plasma (RAP)  

The reactive atom plasma (RAP) plasma torch was proposed by Carr [25] in the 

late 90s. The motivation of his work was the removal of sub-surface damages 

on fused silica optics. Carr’s torch was designed based on ICP torches. His 

research took place inside the National Ignition Facility (NIF) project at 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). A spin-out company RAPT 

Industries Inc. was established in 2001 with the purpose of commercial activities. 

The RAP technology was patented in 2002 and employed for the figuring of 

various optical surfaces [21].  

Figure 2-6 illustrates the principle of RAP. The argon plasma was created using 

an ICP torch with RF power, and CF4 was introduced. Fluorine and carbon 

radicals are created in the plasma jet and delivered to the fused silica surface, 

where SiF4 and CO2 are created. Both of the resultants were volatile and easy 

to remove from the surface. Optical materials such as ULE, SiC and fused silica 
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have been proven to be machineable by RAP process [26],[27],[28],[29] from 

both RAPT Industries and Cranfield. 

 

Figure 2-6 The RAP process on fused silica, using CF4 in an argon plasma [30] 

2.2.4 Plasma figuring process 

Plasma figuring is a dedicated chemical fabrication process used to correct at 

nanometre level optical surfaces. A high-speed jet of plasma is blown onto the 

substrate surface. The reactive species react with the atoms of the surface. 

Volatile compounds are generated and flowed away [20]. Plasma figuring is a 

non-contact, sub-aperture, and deterministic process. It enables the rapid 

creation of a figure corrected and damage-free surfaces. 

In 2003, the Precision Engineering Institute of Cranfield University purchased 

the first plasma figuring machine for fundamental research of the plasma 

figuring characterizations. The largest and most advanced plasma figuring 

machine is named Helios 1200 [29],[31]. This machine was built in 2008, 

through collaboration between RAPT industries and Cranfield University.  

All of the research discussed in this thesis is based on work done within Helios 

1200. This machine has a capability of 1.2 metres for processing scale. The 

substrate is held face downward so that the removed material or contaminations 

are prevented from re-deposition. In the 3 linear axes orthogonal machine, the 

substrate is held in a Y axis carriage (twin motor ball-screw drive), while the 

plasma torch scans in X axis (linear motor) with a raster-scanning route. The 

vertical Z axis controls the standoff distance between plasma torch and the 
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substrate. The machine transfers the time dwell map to the workpiece by 

adjusting the travelling speed along short distances when rastering [31]. 

The Fanuc 30i CNC motion system is adopted, together with a dedicated 

software package and a programmable logic controller (PLC), to ensure 

machine safety. The CNC system provides micrometre resolution of motion, 

and the software package manages the plasma delivery system, CNC system, 

as well as the safety features. 

A fast figure correction process on 420 mm x 420 mm ULE was demonstrated 

in 2012 by Castelli [22,32]. Results are illustrated in Figure 2-7. 31 nm RMS 

form accuracy was achieved within 2.5 hours the original RMS figure error was 

373 nm.  

   

Figure 2-7 Topography of a 420x420 mm2 ULE mirror before (left) and after (right) 

figuring within 2.5 hours [22] 

In order to improve the surface figuring capability, additional research has 

started on a laser assistant plasma torch [33], optimal ICP torch nozzle design 

[34],[35] and microwave generated plasma torch [36]. 

2.2.5 Plasma Chemical Vaporization Machining (PCVM) 

Plasma Chemical Vaporization Machining is a patented process developed by 

Mori at Osaka University. His group published the basic concept and 

applications in 1993 [37], in which surface roughness of 0.5 nm RMS on Si 

single crystal and quartz glass was reported. Similar with PJM and RAP, PCVM 
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is a chemical machining method using neutral radicals generated by 

atmospheric pressure plasma. The plasma delivery system in PCVM is a type of 

CCP source. Plasma is ignited through the use of a central electrode driven by 

RF current at about 150 MHz. Halogen atoms with electronegativity are yielded 

in this very high frequency (VHF) plasma [37],[38],[39],[40],[41],[42],[43]. 

Comparing with a plasma etching process in LSI manufacturing, PCVM has 

much higher machining efficiency and is more deterministic [43]. It is because of 

the relatively higher pressure in the PCVM chamber (PCVM 650 Torr, about 1 

atm; PACE 1-10 Torr), which allows a higher concentration of radicals to be 

yielded in the plasma. In the following 15 years, various shapes of electrode 

were developed for different applications, such as wire, plane, blade [37], pipe 

[38–41] and rotary electrode [42,43]. In more recent years, the development of 

open-air type PCVM operated with 13.56 MHz RF power leads to a more 

productive hybrid process named plasma assisted polishing (PAP).  In the 

section, the pipe electrode type is the focus as it can be compared with the 

nozzle in the ICP torch investigation of this thesis. 

Takino from Nikon Corporation has carried PCVM with a pipe electrode since 

1997 [38]. The shaping method principle is illustrated in Figure 2-8 (left). 

Plasma is generated at the tip of the pipe electrode, while reaction gas is 

continuously supplied to the plasma through the pipe. A pipe shape electrode is 

easily managed for the supply of process gas and suitable for the removal of 

the target area, which makes a higher level of control. The typical shape of the 

footprint is provided in Figure 2-8 (right). Unlike the classical Gaussian shape 

footprint from PJM and RAP, this is a hollow form. 
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Figure 2-8 Schematic of the shaping method principle using pipe electrode (left) 

and its dedicated footprint under different intrachamber pressures [38] 

The workpiece is loaded on a worktable, which is driven by a four axes platform 

(X,Y,Z linear axes and R rotary axis). For curved surface correction, another 

axis is introduced to enables the pipe to be tilted with an angle θ (Figure 2-9). 

The centre axis of the electrode is operated orthogonal to the surface. It has 

been proven that the tilt angle of the electrode and the thickness of the 

workpiece (distance between the electrode tip and worktable) do not affect the 

removal rate very much [39], as shown in Figure 2-10.  

  

Figure 2-9 Schematic of the shaping of the workpiece with a curved surface 

[38](left)  and its photo (from Nikon website) 
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Figure 2-10 Cross section of footprint for different of tilt angles of electrode (left) 

and thicknesses of the workpiece [39] 

The standoff distance is around 400 μm and footprint is about 6mm FWHM. 

Normally the footprint size is dependent on the size of pipe and the processing 

conditions. FWHM of the spot varies from 0.85mm to 10mm ([38–40,42,44]). 

Using a 12mm pipe, figure correction of an aspheric fused silica surface 

(160mm in diameter) was achieved to 130nm PV (form) and 0.37nm RMS 

(roughness) [39]. Also, the development of a sub-millimetre sized pipe was 

used for small complex shapes (Figure 2-11).  In the latter applications using a 

pipe electrode, the process gas was drawn into the pipe from the chamber 

instead of blow out [40,44]. They proved that drawing in of the process gas 

realizes a smaller size of a footprint than the blowing out method. Anyway, the 

pipe electrode could particularly correct the errors in small areas, as the plasma 

is generated in the vicinity of the tip. Therefore, a smaller-diameter electrode is 

more effective and more deterministic but is usually utilized for the fine 

correction on small lenses. 

  

Figure 2-11 SEM image of the tip of microelectrode (left) and surface topography 

used for small complex-shaped optics (right) [40] 
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2.2.6 Plasma Jet Machining (PJM) 

Plasma Jet Machining (PJM) is under development for the surface figuring and 

correction by IOM for about two decades. Collaborating with Carl Zeiss, 

Schindler’s group leads the plasma processing investigation of a variety of 

optical materials in a rough vacuum environment in the mid-1990s (Ion beam 

etching [45], reactive ion beam etching [46], radical jet etching [47], plasma jet 

chemical etching [48,49]). PJM avoiding costly vacuum chamber has been 

reported since 2001 by Arnold and Boehm [15,24,50–57]. PJM is based on the 

chemical reaction of a non-thermal plasma jet driven either with microwave or 

RF power [50].  A schematic drawing of PJM is shown in Figure 2-12a. A 

mixture of reactive gas, e.g. CF4 and SF6, and oxygen is used as other sub-

aperture plasma figure methods. In the following 15 years, a variety materials 

(Silicon based: Si, SiO2, SiC, ULE; Metals like tungsten) have been tested. 

FWHM from 0.2 to 12 mm of the near-Gaussian shape footprint is reported in 

association with MRR range of 5x10-5 – 50 mm3 min-1 [50]. Usually, microwaves 

at 2.45 GHz are used (Figure 2-12b), but removing the short circuit used for 

microwave tuning also radio frequency at 13.56 MHz (Figure 2-12c) can be 

applied to the same configuration. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-12 a) Schematic drawing of the PJM process [51]; b) Photo of microwave 

excited primary plasma jet in contact with a dielectric surface [55]; c) Photo of RF 

excited primary plasma jet in contact with a conducting surface [55] 
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Microwave driven plasma jet source covers a wide power range from 10W to 

600W at 2.45 GHz. Arnold et al [51,55] present this type of torch where the 

plasma is generated by the injection of microwave energy. The setup (as shown 

in Figure 2-13) is the same as the one described in [24,58], where a coaxial 

waveguide system is employed. The difference here is that the gas supply is 

injected through an inner conductor that leads to a nozzle. The gas supply is a 

mixture of inert and reactive gases; typically helium is used as the inert gas in 

this example, however, argon is also a common carrier gas. The total gas flow 

rate is around 2.5 L min-1, while reactive species was injected into the inert gas 

flow at a rate of 0.01 L min-1 (see Figure 2-13). This forms a stable and 

rotationally symmetric plasma jet discharge at atmospheric pressure. The set-

up in Figure 2-13 is also used for Mass Spectrometry. The size of the nozzle is 

around 8 mm in diameter as shown in Figure 2-14. 

 

Figure 2-13 Setup of a microwave driven PJM facility [59] 

 

Figure 2-14 Setup of a microwave driven PJM facility [59] 
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Arnold reviewed PJM themselves in [50] with different types of microwave 

driven sources. The rough range of material removal rate and FWHM are listed 

in Table 2-2 depending on different sizes of plasma torches. 

Table 2-2 Plasma jet sources (2.45 GHz microwave) for atmospheric plasma 

processing of surfaces, developed at IOM [50] 

Source type High power

 

Compact

 

Miniature

 

Weight (kg) 15 2 0.1 

Max. power (W) 600 150 0.1 

FWHM (mm) 2-12 0.2-2 0.2-1 

MRR (mm3 min
-1

) 30 1 0.1 

Paetzelt et al [56] demonstrated plasma-assisted chemical etching of crystalline 

silicon with a Radio Frequency generated plasma at atmospheric pressure. 

Helium gas was employed as the carrier gas and fluorine based reactive 

species was introduced to a helium plasma discharge. The standoff distance is 

3.3 to 5.3 mm. The tool function of the plasma jet -FWHM- was measured to be 

in the range of 0.52mm to 1.8mm and presented Material Removal Rates of up 

to 0.068 mm3 min-1. The form accuracy of this 10mmx10mm substrate was 

achieved by PJM to 90nm PV from 1000nm PV within 17 minutes. This type of 

excitation is quite similar to the PCVM in terms of precessing parameters and 

results. 

2.2.7 Other plasma figuring techniques 

Harbin Institute of Technology of China has been conducting research onan 

APPP torch design since 2007 [60]. This research, so far, has concentrated on 

characterising the thermal, spectroscopic and material removal properties of the 
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plasma tool [61,62]. A surface roughness of 0.631 nm Ra was reported by 

Zhang et al, and the material removal rate on single crystal silicon wafers was 

reported to be 32 mm3 min-1 [60]. The first and probably the only result of 

Zerodur figuring was reported in 2010 using the capacity coupled plasma jet 

[63]. The surface roughness of over 100 nm Ra proves again that the Zerodur 

with multiple phases and multiple composites is not suitable for plasma 

processing. Recently, surface investigations on fused silica using an ICP torch 

was carried out by Jin [64] and Xin [65].  

The National University of Defence Technology emphases on improving the 

machining efficiency of SiC and presents their plasma etching method assisted 

by means of enhanced ion [66] and enhanced arc [67]. Experiment was carried 

out on a 100 mm diameter SiC surface. The shape error was corrected to 19nm 

RMS from initial 58nm RMS within 8 minutes. A maximum MRR of 0.35 mm3 

min-1 is obtained, which is about 10 times that of pure ICP etching. 

2.2.8 Residual mid-spatial frequency errors 

Surface errors are typically divided into three parts by spatial frequency: Low-

Spatial Frequency (LSF), Mid-Spatial Frequency (MSF) and High Spatial 

Frequency (HSF) [68].  

MSF errors can be corrected by both smoothing and figuring. The smoothing 

approach uses the smoothing effect from large stiff tools like a stressed lap. But 

as mentioned previously, contact machining will generate SSD and degrade the 

form accuracy. The other way is figuring approach, using smaller tools to 

correct the relevant frequencies. That means higher tool positioning accuracy is 

required to avoid roughness. However, this method may produce MSF errors 

again.  

MSF observed on the residual error maps was analysed by means of Power 

Spectral Density (PSD) computation in Castelli’s PhD project [22]. The average 

directional PSD is computed as the weighted average of single cross-sections 

PSD and is useful for evidencing peaks that match regular patterns in the 

surface figure error.  
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Figure 2-15 illustrates the PSD results of the optical surface processed in 

Cranfield. As marked in this figure, the curve peaks at the toolpath steps (6 mm 

and 9 mm), as well as twice their values. This phenomenon was considered due 

to the deep material removal in the second iteration, performed with a 9 mm 

staggering step.  

 

Figure 2-15 Figuring of 400 mm diameter areas: Average directional PSD plot of 

the residual error map Y-cross-sections for the figure correction over 400 mm 

diameter areas [22] 

2.3 Atmospheric pressure plasma 

Atmospheric pressure plasma is characterised by an extremely short mean free 

path (e.g. an Argon molecule travels a distance of 64 nm between two collisions 

[69]). The plasma at atmospheric pressure is dominated by particle collisions. 

Also, local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is considered to be achieved, 

including kinetic and chemical equilibrium. In the context of plasma figuring, an 

atmospheric plasma enables the reduction of processing cost.  
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2.3.1 Radio frequency plasma torches 

For the wide range of industry and laboratory applications, there are a large 

number of means to generate plasma. These include: dielectric barrier 

discharge, radio frequency (RF) signal, microwave signal, corona discharge, 

and so on [70]. This section focuses on atmospheric pressure plasma sources. 

RF signal are typically applied to capacitvely coupled plasma (CCP) discharges 

(2.3.1.1) or inductively coupled plasma (ICP) discharges (2.3.1.2).  

2.3.1.1 Capacitively Coupled Plasma (CCP) 

CCP is largely used for industrial applications because it is robust. A typical 

CCP plasma system consists of an RF signal generator and a reactor that 

includes two electrodes. Figure 2-16 illustrates a schematic diagram of the RF 

CCP torch. One of the electrodes is connected to the RF power supply, while 

the other one is connected to the earth. The electrodes in the RF discharge are 

covered by sheaths, and the electrodes together with their sheaths forming a 

capacitor. The plasmas was generated using a free running type RF generator 

(275W, 27.12 MHz).  The electron density is in the range of 109-1010 cm-3 [71].  

 

Figure 2-16 Schematic diagram of the RF CCP torch with central tubular 

electrode and two outer ring electrodes [72]  
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2.3.1.2 Inductively Couple Plasma (ICP) 

Compared with CCP plasma, ICP is known as electrodeless plasma. 

Consequently the ICP discharge is free of contamination. In 1961, Thomas 

Reed invented the first induction plasma torch [73,74]. Atmospheric ICP torch 

designs have changed little since Reed’s invention.  

During the past 50 years, ICPs have been proven an extraordinaire tool for 

material scientists [75,76] and surface engineers [77]. Researchers have 

investigated relentlessly the design and the use of inductively coupled plasma 

(ICP) torches for scientific and industrial purposes. 

The electric currents produced by electromagnetic induction supplies the energy. 

When a time-varying electric current is passed through the coil, it creates a 

time-varying magnetic field around it, which in turn induces azimuthal electric 

currents in the rarefied gas, leading to the formation of plasma. Argon is one 

example of a commonly used rarefied gas [78]. 

The range of temperature is between 6,000 K and 10,000 K, which is 

comparable to the surface of the sun. The discharge of the ICP torch could 

generate a high-density of electrons (1015 cm-3). Therefore, the ICP torches are 

widely used for applications that need a dense plasma, e.g. mass spectroscopy, 

sub-micron or nano-powders production, and spray coating or etching.  

Figure 2-17 shows the log-log plot of density versus temperature. Some of the 

more important plasma domains are illustrated Hollahan and Bell [79], and in 

this image, one can find the “glow discharge” . 
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Figure 2-17 Approximate plasma domains [19] 

At atmospheric pressure, the ignition is often achieved with the aid of a TESLA 

igniter. This device creates high-frequency and high voltage electric sparks that 

induce local arc-break inside the torch and stimulates a cascade through 

ionization of the plasma gas. The result is a stable plasma.  

2.3.2 Plasma modes in ICP torches 

The two plasma types are dominated either electric or magnetic fields. They are 

named E-mode (capacitively coupled or electrostatic discharge) and H-mode 

(inductively coupled or electromagnetic discharge) [80]. The E-mode plasma is 

characterized by a weak electron density [81].  

For regular ICP torch, the E-mode plasma is originated by a voltage drop across 

the exciter coil. The H-mode plasma is characterized by the induced magnetic 

field. At atmospheric pressure, Razzak [82,83] reported the plasma images of 

the transition for Ar ICPs. He claimed that the E-H mode transition has very 

short transition time.  
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2.3.3 Mechanical design of the ICP torches 

Generally, an ICP torch includes three parts: the coil, the confinement tube, and 

the gas distributor.  Figure 2-18 illustrates the schematic diagram of a regular 

ICP torch and a photo the plasma discharge in the torch. 

 

Figure 2-18 (a) Schematic diagram of the RF ICP torch; (b) Low power plasma 

discharge in air [84] 

The induction coil consists of several spiral turns, depending on the RF power 

source characteristics. Coil parameters including the coil diameter, number of 

coil turns and radius of each turn. 

The confinement tubes are adopted in an ICP torch so that the gas can be 

confined. The common implementation is a quartz tube being cooled either by 

compressed air or cooling water. However, this torch design, with poor 

mechanical and thermal characters, can be only used in low power (less than 

30 kW). The high power plasma torches, with intense radiation, are made of the 

ceramic tube instead of transparent quartz tube [85]. Silicon Nitride (Si3N4) is 

adopted due to its better thermal conductive capability and thermal shock 

resistance. Industrial plasma torches with a greater size and power will choose 

metal when they take the power coupling efficiency and risk of chemical 

reactions into account. Figure 2-19 illustrates a commercial ICP torch 

manufactured by Tekna. This torch type of torch is used by many researchers 

[86,87].  
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Figure 2-19: (a) Induction plasma torches manufactured by Tekna; (b) Cross-

section of the Tekna torch equipped with a nozzle [88] 

Figure 2-20 shows the bespoke ICP torch used in this PhD project. This 

assembly includes a regular ICP torch and a De-Laval nozzle. 

 

Figure 2-20 Bespoke ICP torch equipped with an original De-Laval nozzle 

Figure 2-20 illustrates three gas tubes, which are marked as Q1, Q2, and Q3. 

The carrier gas is introduced into the torch with an inner tube from Q1. In the 

reactive plasma, carrier gas includes NH3, CH4, SF6, and oxygen. In the torch 

made by TEKNA, nano-powder is injected from Q1 [84].  The central gas is 

introduced into the torch as a swirling gas stream, so as to make sure the gas 

discharged in the proper axis of the torch. The swirling gas is generated from 

the intermediate tube Q2. Q3 is the sheath gas, going through the space 

between the intermediate tube and the quartz outer tube. Sheath gas can also 
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keep the flow stable for the plasma discharge, but its real function is to protect 

the confinement tube from the high temperature. 

2.3.4 Plasma jet diagnostics of the ICP torches 

The diagnostic tool of plasma jet is often used to derive the thermal footprint of 

the torch. Many of the previous studies on the temperature investigation of an 

ICP torch were conducted by direct measurement, including probe diagnostics 

and optical emission spectrometry (OES). Rahmane et al investigated enthalpy 

probe measurement in both ICP [89] and direct current plasma [90]. The 

obtained results with an enthalpy probe, which were compared with those from 

OES, and the plasma was cooled by less than 3%. This performance of the 

enthalpy probe was proven comparable with the laser scattering method carried 

out by Fincke [91]. Hopwood pioneered the use of Langmuir probe diagnostics 

for ICP basic parameters with an assumption of a Maxwellian electron energy 

distribution function (EEDF) [92]. Singh [93] studied the ICP RF discharges by 

means of a Langmuir probe comprehensively. More recently, Peterson [94] 

presented electron density measurements with a hairpin resonator probe. 

O’Brien applied OES measurement on the ICP torch used in Cranfield, to 

calculate the temperature distribution of the plasma jet [95].  

However, the plasma torch (in this project) does not allow, within it application 

setup, the use of diagnostic tools mentioned previously. The main reason is that 

the space between torch nozzle output and the substrate is rather limited. 

Indeed, the ratio between the standoff distance and the nozzle outer diameter is 

0.3. In practice, neither diagnostic probes nor OES methods can be 

implemented. In-direct measurements were undertaken to investigate heat 

transfer of the impinging jets. Kant estimated heat flux distributions by 

measuring the temperature distribution on the surface and applying inverse 

techniques [96]. Other investigations that quantify the heat transfer 

characteristics were also conducted [97,98] by Li and Dong. 

Jourdain studied the heat transfer of a plasma jet onto optical components 

using an inductively coupled plasma torch [99]. The total power of 220 W was 
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absorbed by the substrate when the given RF signal was 1 kW. Then Jourdain 

claims that the temperatures can be predicted spatially and transiently. 

2.4 Numerical analysis of ICP torches 

To solve the problems of mathematical analysis, a numerical approximation is 

used instead of an analytical calculation. Continuous problems are replaced by 

a discrete problem, and the solution is to approximate the continuous problem. 

Iterative methods are commonly used to terminate in a finite number of steps 

after successive approximations. Finally, an accurate solution is found with a 

convergence test [100].  

In order to describe the state of plasma, plasma modelling is carried out to solve 

the equations of motion. The main types of plasma models used in industry and 

in engineering applications are based on magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD). An 

experimental approach requires numerous costly and time consuming trial-and-

error iterations. With advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and 

computer hardware, CFD offers an alternative method for designing and 

understanding complicated flow control systems [101].  

CFD aims to solve the governing equations in fluid mechanics using numerical 

analysis and a computer. CFD enables the prediction of the hot gas flows. The 

interactions of confined fluids with surfaces are modelled through boundary 

conditions. The procedures followed in CFD approaches, rely on specifications 

of geometry, meshing, appropriate boundary conditions and solving the 

equations of continuity, momentum and energy with an iterative solver. 

CFD process requires the discretization of governing equations. Discretization 

methods in the numerical analysis include Finite volume method (FVM) [102], 

Finite element method (FEM) [103], Finite difference method (FDM) [104], 

Spectral element method, and Boundary element method to cite but few. 

CFD software improves the accuracy and speed of complex simulation 

scenarios. Nowadays, there is a variety of commercial CFD software, such as 

ANSYS Fluent [105], COMSOL Multiphysics [106], CFD-ACE [107], Phoenics 

[108], CFX [109], Star-CCM [110], amongst many others. For the work 
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presented in this project, ANSYS Fluent package was chosen to perform 

simulations. 

Previously, researchers investigated plasma modelling via MHD [111,112]. In 

this investigation, particular attention was given to the work of Proulx and 

Boulos who carried out a large amount of plasma CFD simulation research 

using a De-Laval nozzle [1,113–117]. A comparison between the De-Laval 

nozzle modelling and the cylindrical nozzle modelling was carried out. The 

temperature contours of the result are displayed in Figure 2-21. The De-Laval 

nozzle generates a supersonic plasma jet, consisting of alternating expansion 

and compression zones. By means of these zones, the static pressure tends to 

equilibrate with the ambient pressure (Figure 2-22). The axial velocity rises 

about one hundred times in the supersonic nozzle becoming much higher than 

in the subsonic jet (Figure 2-23). The supersonic jet performs faster transport of 

the reactive species from the torch to the substrate, providing smaller residence 

time and leading to the higher deposition rate. Unlike the situation in the 

subsonic jet, where the axial velocity begins to drop several centimetres before 

the substrate, in the supersonic flow, the axial velocity remains high until the 

near-substrate shock region, where it becomes subsonic. 

 

Figure 2-21 Heavy particles temperature contours in the supersonic and the 

subsonic jets [117] 
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Figure 2-22 Ionization non-equilibrium 

degree [117] 

 

Figure 2-23 Velocity axial profiles in 

supersonic and subsonic plasmas 

[117] 

Ding Li analysed the simulation of general fluids with the arbitrary equation of 

state and multiple components and multiple phases are outlined along with 

corresponding boundary condition methods [118]. The capabilities of the 

approach are demonstrated by nozzle flow calculations for four fluids with very 

different properties: air at normal pressures and temperatures where perfect 

gas assumptions apply, air at ultra-high pressures where real-gas effects 

dominate the solutions, argon expanded to low pressures where condensation 

and two-phase flow take place, and a purely incompressible fluid to 

demonstrate the method in this ‘singular’ limit.  

As a more complex example of perfect gas flow calculations, we consider a 

modified nozzle with two separate inlet streams. In this calculation, CO2 is 

introduced into the main inlet while air is introduced through an annular slot just 

upstream of the throat on the outside of the nozzle. The area of the slot is 20% 

of the total area. A splitter plate that extends nearly to the throat is used to 

guide the CO2 into the nozzle and to insure parallel flow between the two gases. 

The details of the geometry are given in Figure 2-24. The goals of this 

calculation are to test the possibility of using a fluid with a different ratio of 

specific heats as a means of controlling the design Mach number of the main 
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flow in the nozzle while simultaneously demonstrating the computation of a 

mixture of perfect gases. 

 

Figure 2-24 Details of annual slot for air injection and splitter plate in near-throat 

region showing Mach number distribution for CO2/air flow combination [118] 

Previous work has focused on the magneto-hydrodynamics of the plasma within 

the plasma core. Boulos and Mostaghimi [119,120] built 1-D models with 

laminar flow to solve the electromagnetic field equations. Nishiyama [121,122] 

reported that the secondary gas (cold helium) could control the temperature and 

flow field in Radio Frequency (RF) ICP. Colombo and Bernardi [123,124] have 

created both 2D and 3D models for investigating the effects of the torch 

geometries on the plasma flow and temperature distributions. In those 

aforementioned investigations, the operating power varied from 3 up to 10 kW, 

while the frequencies in all cases were set to 3MHz. Boulos and Nishiyama 

have successfully compared their modelling results with experimental data, in 

regards to radial velocity distribution [125] and axial temperature distribution 

[122]. Morsli and Proulx [1,126] validated their models by comparing calculated 

axial temperature profiles and discrete temperature measurements. In this 

thesis, the modelling method uses High Temperature Jet (HTJ) approach and 

considers Morsli’s numerical plasma modelling as a reference for the validation. 

2.5 Power dissipation of the ICP torch 

In 1961, Reed stated that 45% of total input power (1.6 kW) was transferred to 

the plasma jet [73]. In 1969, Miller presented more accurate results about 

energy losses distribution using a novel analytical model [119]. He determined 

that 34% of the total input power (2.7 kW) was lost. In 1990, Chen [127] 

improved a 2D electromagnetic field formulation previously created by Boulos 
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[81] and predicted the heat flux and the temperature maps of an ICP torch 

plasma jet. The torch efficiency was 66 % and 33 % for a 1 kW and 3 kW input 

signal power respectively. This performance reduction was explained through 

the rapid enlargement of the core of the plasma. This enlargement leads to a 

rapid increase of the heat loss from radiation through the outer quartz tube.  

The RF plasma torches reported in the aforementioned publications are too 

difficult to make a direct comparison. However, it seems reasonable to claim 

that roughly 50% of the input power is converted to the core of the plasma. Also, 

the loss within the torch is driven by radiation heat transfer mechanism. 

Whatever, the heat transfer to a substrate during surface processing is a 

different matter that these researchers did not addressed. Instead they created 

diagnostic tool and method to characterise the plasma jets for all sort of torches. 

2.5.1 Infrared (IR) techniques for temperature measurement 

Any matter with a temperature above 0K emits IR radiation according to its 

temperature. Stefan and Boltzmann illustrated that an unambiguous 

temperature can be measured from radiation signal [128]. The temperature 

change of an object is accompanied by a change of radiation intensity. 

IR thermometry is a kind of noncontract temperature measurement device that 

offers 3 major advantages – fast (in the ms range), high temperature (over 

1300°C) and no interference (electric conductive). However, the measuring 

target must be optically visible to the IR thermometry, and only surface 

temperature can be measured. 

Infrared thermometers contain 4 major parts: Lens, spectral filter, detector 

(sensor) and electronics (amplifier/linearization/signal processing).  

The optical path of the infrared thermometer is characterized by the ratio 

Distance to Spot size. The path is dependent on the lens’ specification. The 

spectral filter selects the wavelength range (1µm to 20 µm), which is relevant for 

the temperature measurement. The electronics transfer the thermal radiation 

intensity into the electrical signals. 
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The emissivity is a material constant factor, that to show the capability of the 

object to emit infrared energy. The emissivity (epsilon) ranges from 0 to 100% 

(blackbody). Normally, an emissivity determination is modified associating with 

a contact sensor (e.g. RTDs). The displayed measuring value will correspond to 

the contact measurement. For some specific reflective materials, a special 

plastic sticker will be used to increase the emissivity.  

2.6 Summary 

2.6.1 Summary of previous work 

To meet the demand of meter-scale ultra-precise optical surfaces, atmospheric 

pressure plasma processes (RAP, PCVM, PJM, APPP) have been proven for 

fast surface figuring. In the Loxham optical lab of Cranfield University Precision 

Engineering Institute, RAP process has been carried out since 2003. Diagnostic 

and characterization of ICP torch were investigated, and dedicated toolpath 

algorithms were developed independently. The whole surface figuring on 420 

mm x 420 mm ULE was demonstrated in 2012 and the metrology for this size 

optical surface was also developed. MSF was pointed out to be addressed as 

the next step of the plasma figuring research in Cranfield. 

2.6.2 Identification of “Gap in knowledge” 

In 2012, Jourdain et al scrutinised MSF of a 400mm diameter surface 

processed by the RAP torch. The investigation revealed a strong residual 

footprint due to the RAP plasma torch [129] (Figure 2-25). This surface structure 

was assessed and linked to the raster- scanning parameters and ICP torch 

nozzle design. Figure 2-25 highlights this surface structure showing the main 

spatial frequency and its harmonics. 
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Figure 2-25 Surface topography showing the MSF features [129] 

The purpose of the work presented in this thesis is to advance the plasma 

figuring of optical surfaces through the development of optimised ICP torches 

and associated nozzles. Highly collimated energy beams characterized by a 

material removal footprint in the range 1 to 5 mm FWHM and removal rate in 

the range 1~5 mm3 min-1 are targeted. Thus, an entire understanding of the 

plasma jet in terms of its aerodynamic and thermodynamic behaviour needs to 

be addressed. Based on such understanding, a method to design and test the 

plasma torch nozzle is presented. 
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3 Methodology 

To fill the gap of knowledge identified in 2.6.2, highly collimated and efficient 

plasma jet is aimed to be created through the development of De-Laval nozzle 

design. Four objectives were proposed (in Chapter 1) to realise this aim. Four 

work packages (WP) of investigation were carried out to achieve these 

objectives. This chapter explains how the investigation in each WP works and 

the logical relationship of each other. The logic diagram is given in Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1 Logic diagram of the PhD project 

WP 1 aims to achieve an optimum method for tuning the plasma delivery 

system (PDS). Through evaluating the impact of parameters in the RF network 

on the PDS, optimum parameters were found. This work enabled the 

experimental research (in WP 2, 3, 4) to be carried out efficiently. 

WP 2 aims to understand the aerodynamic and thermodynamic properties of 

the De-Laval nozzle. A CFD model was created based on the high temperature 

jet (HTJ) flow. The input parameters come from the measurements carried out 

previously or from WP 3. The HTJ model was validated by a Benchmark model 

and previous experimental results of the material removal footprint. The output 

results of this HTJ model include the distribution of velocity, temperature, etc. 

This result was used to analyse the power dissipation mechanism (in WP 3) 
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later on. Finally, the HTJ model enabled a rapid design of a series of nozzles for 

highly collimated plasma jets. This series of enhanced nozzles were 

manufactured and tested in WP 4. 

WP 3 aims to investigate the power dissipation mechanism of the bespoke ICP 

torch. High quality measurement of temperature and flow rate of the coolant 

was undertaken in a challenging environment. Experimental results enabled to 

calculate the power dissipation values for RF power up to 800 W and for the 

entire series of designed nozzles. Through the linear correlation between the 

power dissipation value and the RF power, the power dissipation of the ICP 

torch at 1200 W can be predicted. This work enabled an alternative method to 

test the nozzles rapidly (in WP 4).  

WP 4 aims to select an optimum De-Laval nozzle providing a highly efficient 

plasma jet. By comparing the intensity of the power dissipation values, one 

nozzle was clearly identified as being more capable to provide highly efficient 

plasma jet. 
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4 Experimental setup and numerical approach 

4.1 Experimental setup for the RF network investigation 

4.1.1 Plasma delivery system (PDS) 

In this section, the combined ICP torch, fixed matching RF network and the RF 

signal generator is named the plasma delivery system (PDS). 

4.1.1.1 Fixed matching RF network 

Figure 4-1(left) schematic shows the circuit diagram of the PDS. The PDS 

includes four main electrical components: RF power supply, transmission line, 

RF network, and plasma discharge region. The impedance is in the form of 

inductance, capacitance, and resistance as shown in the figure below. 

          

Figure 4-1 PDS schematic (left) and CAD model of the torch assembly (right) 

Low impedance, properly selected length transmission is used for good power 

transfer. The transmission line is composed of coaxial cables, adapters, and 

connectors. The cable is an N male to N male cable using RG142 coax  The 

length of transmission line with no adapters is chosen by multiple of ¼ 

wavelength (λ), and λ is calculated as below: 

λ =
𝑣

𝑓
=  

𝑐𝛼

𝑓
 

(4-1) 

where λ is the wavelength of RF wave; 

 𝑣 is the wave speed, that can be calculated by multiplying velocity 
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factor times the speed of light; 

 𝑓 is the frequency of RF power, which is 40.68 x 106 Hz; 

 𝑐 is the speed of light, which is 3 x 108 m s-1; 

 α is the velocity factor of coax, (the speed an RF wave travels along 

the coax cable relative to the speed in a vacuum), which is 69% 

(from Pasternack); 

 λ is calculated as 5.0885 metres. 

In this section, the three influencing factors shown in Figure 4-1(right) will be 

tested in the following subsections. 

4.1.1.2 RF generator 

The RF power supply is provided by a COMDEL CV2000/40.68 MHz RF 

generator. Optional frequency agile tuning technique is applied in this RF 

generator[130]. This RF generator has a power capability of 2000 W and it is 

designed for a 50 ohms load. The frequency can be swiped from 38.5 to 

42.5MHz. The Reflected Power (RP) is limited to 20% of maximum Forward 

Power (FP). Hence impedance matching is important for RF power waves, as it 

is needed to provide maximum power transfer between the RF generator and 

the load coil. If more than 20% power is reflected back to the generator then the 

RF generator may be damaged. 

4.1.1.3 Capacitors in the RF network 

COMET capacitors were used in this PDS. Both tune and load capacitors are 

the same types – CVBA 250AC, with a capacity range from 5pF to 250pF. The 

capacitance per turn is 14 pF and the minimum adjustment for this capacitor is 

1/100 turn (Figure 4-2). In the RF network of Helios 1200, the tune capacitance 

is set around 215pF, and the load capacitance is set around 40pF. One should 

notice that with tuning the same degree of the capacitor knob (1/100 turn), tune 

capacitance is changed 0.07%, while load capacitance is changed 0.5%. 

Frequencies were recorded from the display of the RF generator when one 

variable was set. 
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Figure 4-2 Correlation between capacitance and COMET capacitor knob 

4.1.1.4 Torch coil in the RF network 

Alternating currents from RF generator is supplied to the coil of ICP torch, and 

produces time-varying electromagnetic fields around the torch plasma. In turn, 

the azimuthal electric field is induced in the argon gas leading to the plasma 

generation (Figure 4-3). The RF coil is the last component in the electrical 

system used to generate an Argon plasma. There are three factors affecting 

the role of the RF coil in transferring energy: 

 Geometry – being part of the RF system, the coil dimensions are 

important to the tuning of the circuit. Slight changes in dimensions can 

produce small changes in resistance or inductance and are normally 

compensated in the tuning circuitry of the system; 

 Position – this includes concentricity and alignment. These are very 

important in producing correctly shaped plasma, which consistently 

needs to be located in the same position. 

 Material – this includes base metal and plating material. The most 

efficient conductor of RF energy is pure silver followed by annealed 

copper. There is very little difference in the conductivity of these 

materials but there is a great deal of difference in cost. Copper is used 

as the base material of all commercially available coils but different 

manufactures use different plating materials. Silver has the best 

conductance and gold the best corrosion resistance. 
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Figure 4-3 Photo of the ICP torch (right) and the cross-section of its schematic 

(left) 

The torch coil adopted in Helios 1200 is a helical shape in cylindrical geometry 

(Figure 4-3, right). This coil is made of copper and composed of two parts: free 

2-turn coil and powered 3-turn coil (Figure 4-3, right). The free turns are solid 

copper, while the powered 3 turns are hollow for coolant purpose.  

Comparing with most common fully loop coil, this design is considered to ease 

the ignition of the plasma (higher electron density). Any change of the coil 

could result in the significant change of plasma impedance. The inductance of 

a round wire coil is determined by dimensions in Figure 4-4, according to 

Henrys: 

𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 =  
𝜇𝜋𝐷2 𝑁2

4𝑙
⁄  

(4-2) 

where 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 is the inductance of the coil; 

 𝜇 is the constant of proportionality; 

 𝐷 is mean diameter of the air core coil; 

 𝑁 is number of turns; 

 𝑙 is the length of the coil. 

 λ is calculated as 5.0885 metres. 
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Figure 4-4 Round wire coil with dimensions [131] 

The coil’s variables in this section include the length of the coil and the number 

of free turns. 

4.1.1.5 ICP torch 

The ICP torch under investigation can be divided into three regions: gas 

feeding, excitation, and transportation (Figure 4-5). The gas feeding region 

ideally provides a consistent supply of gas through three coaxial tubes whatever 

the operating conditions. The gas supply value and type are provided in section 

2.5. Radio frequency (RF) power is transferred to the helical coil by applying an 

alternated current. Gas ionisation is created in the excitation region where the 

plasma core temperature is about 10,000 K [132]. A De-Laval nozzle is 

equipped with the ICP torch for securing plasma transportation. This nozzle 

enables the amendment of plasma jet characteristics in terms of velocity, 

temperature, and footprint dimension. This engineering artefact is highly 

convenient as it is used to tailor the jet footprint without occurring engineering 

modifications of the ICP torch.  

 

Figure 4-5 ICP torch regions and part names  

4.1.1.6 Gas supply  

Argon gas was provided to the plasma torch using analog mass flow controllers 

(MFC) from Brooks. In fact, three MFC were used as there were three coaxial 
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tubes to feed. These MFCs were utilized to control and monitor the gas flow 

supplied when the RF forwarded power was ramped up from 250 W up to 800 

W. In the experiments, the total nominal gas flow of argon was set to 20.2 

L.min-1. However, this nominal value was not reached by the MFC as shown 

Figure 4-6. These results were obtained through a series of six experiments for 

which forwarded power was ramped up through 100 W steps. Logged values 

showed an increase of 0.45 L.min-1 for 800 W forwarded power. The mean 

deviation from the nominal gas flow is within 2.22%.  

 

Figure 4-6 Argon flow rate versus forwarded power 

4.1.1.7 Coolant supply  

Coolant was provided to the plasma torch using an industrial water chiller 

(TAEevo Tech 051). The distance between the chiller and the machine was 10 

m. The total amount of the coolant (tank and pipe) is 115 L. Figure 4-7 shows 

the thermal cycle logged during two hours duration. The amplitude of the 

variation is 3.5 °C and the period of the chiller cycle is 30 minutes.   
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Figure 4-7 Coolant temperature variation for a two hour period 

4.2 CFD model creation and validation 

4.2.1 CFD Modelling approach for High Temperature Jet  

Numerical simulations are carried out in this section to investigate and 

understand the dynamics of the High Temperature Jet (HTJ) flow. The 

assumptions and simplifications are as follow.  

4.2.1.1 Modelling hypothesis 

The main modelling assumptions adopted are: 

 The HTJ flow is axisymmetric, steady, and turbulent;  

 The effect of EM fields is negligible;  

 Viscous dissipation is taken into account;  

 The Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) is achieved;  

 The HTJ is thermally expansible and mechanically incompressible.  

4.2.1.2 Governing equations 

We have considered a steady state regime with a 2D axisymmetric model 

based on an HTJ that is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations, 

conservation of momentum, mass and energy transport. The nomenclatures 

are provided with those governing equations. 

Continuity equation 

The mass balance in the axis-symmetric frame (r, z) is expressed by 
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𝜕(𝜌𝑣𝑧)

𝜕𝑧
+

1

𝑟

𝜕(𝜌𝑟𝑣𝑟)

𝜕𝑟
= 0 

(4-3) 

where 𝜌 is the gas density; 

  𝑣𝑧  is the gas velocity in axial directions; 

 𝑣𝑟 is the gas velocity in radial directions. 

Momentum equation 

The axis-symmetric momentum balance in cylindrical coordinates is given by 
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where 𝑝 is the the pressure in the nozzle; 

  𝜇  is the viscosity of gas. 

Enthalphy equation 

The axis-symmetry enthalpy equation in cylindrical coordinates is 

𝜌 [
𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑟
𝑣𝑟 +
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𝜕𝑟
) + 𝑈𝑃 − 𝑈𝑅 + 𝑈𝐶 

(4-6) 

where 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat at a constant pressure; 

  𝜆  is the thermal conductivity; 

 𝑈𝑃 is the local plasma energy dissipation rate (Joule heating rate); 

 𝑈𝑅 is the volumetric radiation heat losses (Radiation losses per unit 

volume); 

 𝑈𝐶 is the heat of chemical reaction; 

 ℎ is static enthalpy. 

For ideal incompressible gas, the static enthalpy ℎ = ∑ Yjhjj , where Yj  is the 

local mass fraction of species 𝑗, and hj is the enthalpy of species 𝑗. In the case 

of the present work, using the hypothesis mentioned above, 𝑈𝑃  and 𝑈𝐶  is 

counted as 0. 
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4.2.1.3 Turbulence characteristics  

The characteristic of plasma flow is estimated on the basis of the Reynolds 

number and additional information from the literature. 𝑅𝑒 =
ρvDH

μ
 , where ρ is 

the density of the fluid [133], v  is the mean velocity of the fluid, DH  is the 

hydraulic diameter of the nozzle,  μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid [134]. 

These parameters were considered at the inlet of the nozzle. Due to the wide 

range of parameter values, the Re numbers range from 3800 to 10350. This 

Re result suggests that the flow is in a transition state with both turbulent and 

laminar transports [135]. On the other hand, Morsli [86] reported that the 

turbulence is present in the cooler regions (below 5000 Kelvin) of ICP torch 

jets. Also it is detailed that the laminar flow is promoted due to the lower 

densities and higher viscosities at the centre of the plasma stream (above 5000 

Kelvin).  

In the case of the present work, the temperature of the HTJ is below 5000 

Kelvin [22]. Then the HTJ jets’ turbulent behaviour is described using the 

standard k- ε  scheme [136]. This turbulence model is used because it is 

accepted practice and it offers a balance between accuracy and speed of 

convergence. Also for computing Reynolds stresses two additional transport 

equations were solved. Kinetic turbulent energy 𝑘  and its dissipation rate 휀 

equations are shown in (4-7) and (4-8). 

𝜕(𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
 =

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝑘
)

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝐺𝑘 − 𝜌휀                        

(4-7) 

𝜕(𝜌𝜀𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
 =

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝜀
)

𝜕𝜀

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝐶1𝜀

𝜀

𝑘
𝐺𝑘 − 𝐶2𝜀𝜌

𝜀2

𝑘
                

(4-8) 

The quantities of 𝐶1𝜀 , 𝐶2𝜀 , 𝜎𝑘 , and 𝜎𝜀  are empirical constants [137]. The 

turbulent viscosity μt involves a constant cμ=0.09 and is derived from k and ε, 

as shown in (4-9):  

𝜇𝑡  = 𝑐𝜇 𝜌 
𝑘2

𝜀
   

(4-9) 
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The source term of turbulence 𝐺𝑘 is function of turbulent viscosity and stresses, 

as shown in (4-10): 

𝐺𝑘 = 𝜇𝑡 (
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
)

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖
−

2

3
𝑘

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖
 

(4-10) 

4.2.1.4 Initial validation of modelling approach 

The plasma model published by Morsli and Proulx [86] is considered as a 

benchmark. The geometries of the torch, nozzle and chamber of this model are 

shown in Figure 4-8. The other boundary conditions (BC) were applied 

identically. However, the approach of HTJ deals with a computational domain 

that is different from the domain used in Morsli’s model. The domain used in 

HTJ approach does not include the ICP torch domain.  

 

Figure 4-8 Computational domain in [86] 

BC related with the geometry of this model and include nozzle inlet diameter: 

0.035m, nozzle throat diameter: 0.003m, the length of the convergent path: 

0.012m. BCs related to temperatures are nozzle wall: 700K, chamber wall: 

300K. In addition, this simulation used the three main results of Morsli’s work. 

Results are the axial distributions of inlet pressure, inlet temperature and gas 

flow rate. These input axial parameters located at the entrance of the nozzle 

are inlet pressure: 27,000Pa, inlet temperature: 6000K, gas flow rate: 3.58x10-3 

kg.s-1. 
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In their research, Morsli highlighted that the distributions of pressure and 

temperature exhibit important variations along the central line of the torch. 

Depending on the position along the central line, these variations are either 

smooth or abrupt. Two zones of interest are identified. These are named 

“Compression zone” and “Transition zone” and are illustrated in Figure 4-8 and 

mentioned again in Figure 4-9.  

 

 

Figure 4-9 Correlation between benchmark model [86] and author’s validation 

models. Top: axial pressure profiles; Bottom: axial temperature profiles 
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In this work, two models were implemented. The results obtained with the two 

models are displayed in Figure 4-9 along with Morsli’s results. The 

characteristic and the relative error values are provided hereafter.  

The first model referenced as ‘initial model’ is characterised by a uniform inlet 

profiles of temperature and velocity. The second model referenced as ‘modified 

model’ uses parabolic profiles for temperature and velocity. The use of 

parabolic profiles allows to obtain better results as shown in Figure 4-9.  

In order to measure the discrepancy of the results obtained to the 

benchmark’s, the approach adopted to calculate the relative error δ  is as 

follow; let ψben(𝑖)  be any field (pressure, temperature, etc.) obtained from the 

benchmark model, and ψact(𝑖)  be its counter-part field estimated with the 

actual model, these are measured at positions 𝑖, then  

δ =
∑ |ψben(𝑖) −ψ𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑖)|𝑖

∑ ψben(𝑖)𝑖
 

(4-11) 

In the initial model discrepancy on the axial pressure and temperature is 

estimated to be 𝛿 = 15 . In comparison, the error in the modified model is 

reduced to 𝛿 = 5. 

Regarding these two zones of interest, a detailed comparison is presented 

hereafter. Compression zone is where flow acceleration occurs. In this zone - 

Axial length: 0.112m to 0.125m in Figure 4-9 -, pressures slightly built up and 

temperatures drop further. The modified model shows a clear correlation with 

Morsli’s results. On the other hand, the Transition zone results - Axial length: 

0.125m to 0.158m in Figure 4-9 - highlight some discrepancy with Morsli’s 

model. This discrepancy is attributed to the dependency of the pressure and 

the chemical composition of plasma in Morsli’s model. Unlike in Morsli’s model, 

the equation of state in this modified model is not dependent of the 

constituents. Indeed this model contained only one constituent.  

The pressure and temperature profiles are in good agreement with Morsli’s 

model. Based on the aforementioned comparison, the modified model was 
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considered sufficiently valid to investigate the study case presented in the next 

section.   

4.2.1.5 Boundary conditions and numerical procedure 

The computational domain is shown in Figure 4-10. The composition of the 

HTJ is a mixture of argon and 0.4% SF6. This gas mixture (Ar, Ar+ , SF6, F-, e-) 

is fed into the nozzle through the upper aperture and it flows downward in an 

axisymmetric manner. From this aperture, the input parameters include: flow 

velocity profile, temperature profile, and pressure. The input temperature of the 

upper aperture ranges from 1000 to 6500 Kelvin as supported by the 

measurement of O’Brien [95]. The gas mixture flow rate is 22 l min-1. The 

corresponding gas mixture velocity in the nozzle inlet is 25.77 m s-1. This value 

was estimated from the Rankin-Hugoniot relation. For the sake of simplicity, 

the temperature of the Fused Silica substrate is set to 400 Kelvin uniformly. 

And wall temperature of the nozzle is 350 Kelvin. The static pressure in the 

processing chamber is set 101325 Pa (outlet side). Also, the gas temperature 

of the chamber is 300 Kelvin.  

 

Figure 4-10 Computational domain of the model and its geometry (unit mm) 

A coupled implicit solver for the Navier-Stokes equations was used to deal with 

the strong coupling of momentum and energy equations. The convergence 

criterion was set to 10-5. The mesh sensitivity was performed to reduce 
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discretisation errors. The dimensions of the De-Laval nozzle and the standoff 

distance between the nozzle and the substrate are displayed in Figure 4-10.  

4.2.2 Set-up for material removal footprint experiment  

In order to assess the correlation of the model output with the actual plasma 

removal process, a set of footprint material removal experiments were carried 

out previously by Jourdain and Castelli. Footprints were characterised by two 

parameters. The first parameter is 6-sigma (mm) value which related to the 

width of material removal footprint (as shown in Figure 4-12). The second 

parameter is the depth (nm) of the footprint. The experimental results are 

compared to the numerical results in 5.2.1.3. 

4.2.2.1 Experimental set-up 

The ICP torch was moved in a plane parallel to the surface 200mm x 200mm of 

a substrate. The substrate was made of Fused Silica. Brass masks were used 

(Figure 4-11, left) for reference purposes to ensure these two regions were 

etched free. Picture of both substrate and ICP torch is shown in Figure 4-11 

(right).  

 

Figure 4-11 Schematic of the torch path (left), picture of both substrate and torch 

(right) 

Key experimental conditions include: RF signal frequency 40MHz, plasma 

forwarded power 1.2 KW, the travel speed of the torch 1m min-1, and reactive 

gas -SF6- concentration 0.4% in argon. A series of single trenches were etched 

on substrate surfaces. The surface topography -100mm diameter area- was 

measured using a Twyman-Green interferometer - FISBA Optik μ-Phase - [22]. 
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Subsequently, a series of trenches were carried out with different standoff 

distances. The experimental results are detailed hereafter.  

4.2.2.2 Footprint of the ICP torch 

For standoff distance equal to 6mm, the profile of the etched footprint (Figure 

4-12) was assessed to be near Gaussian, and the 6 sigma value was 

determined to be 31 mm. The maximum depth of the trench was 120nm. When 

the standoff distances were changed, different footprint depths were observed. 

The influence of the standoff distance on the maximum depth can be seen in 

Figure 4-13. The beam footprint characterization was published in [31]. In this 

work, the footprint data will be utilized to validate the CFD simulation results. 

 

Figure 4-12 Cross section of the trench 
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Figure 4-13 Depth of trench footprint versus standoff distance 

4.3 Experimental setup for the power dissipation analysis 

4.3.1 Measurement method and instrumentation for the power 

dissipation analysis 

4.3.1.1 National Instruments DAQ 

Data acquisition (DAQ) is a process to measure an electrical or physical 

phenomenon, e.g. voltage, current, pressure, temperature, etc. In this project, a 

DAQ measurement hardware provided by National Instruments (NI) is used to 

measure temperature. This DAQ (see Figure 4-14) works together with 

temperature sensors and a computer with programmable software 

(SignalExpress). 

DAQ hardware is an interface between a computer and temperature sensors 

outside. It digitizes the input analog signals with a signal conditioning circuitry, 

and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Signal conditioning circuitry transfers 

a signal into a form, which can be input into the ADC. Then an ADC converts 

the analog signals into digital, and these signals are transferred to a digital 

equipment over a computer bus. In this project, NI 9270 C Series RTD analog 

input module features four universal channels and 24 bits of resolution for 100Ω 

RTD measurements. 
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Figure 4-14 Photo of the NI DAQ used in the experiment 

4.3.1.2 Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTD) 

The RTD principle is based on the change of electrical resistance as a function 

of temperature. OMEGAFILM PT100 –platinum- RTDs were used for these 

experiments. These thin film RTDs are proven much higher transient stability 

(better than 1mK per year). The temperature range is from -70°C to 500°C with 

a sensitivity of 0.39% K-1. National Instrument Data acquisition (DAQ) device 

was used to process the measurement with NI Signal Express. All RTDs were 

calibrated in 0 and 100°C water. The nonlinearity correction parameter found 

was 0.385% per 100°C. The measurement uncertainty of these RTDs was 

down to 0.001 °C (0.1% at 0°C). 

The RTDs were located at key points to measure the coolants’ temperature of 

both inlet -supply total-, and outlet -return total, coil and nozzle- (Figure 4-15, 

left). Bespoke instrumentation was carried out using a straight fitting mounted 

on the end of the coil (Figure 4-15, right).  
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Figure 4-15 Instrumented plasma torch using RTD sensors 

All the RTD sensor heads were wrapped with aluminium foil and aluminium 

tape, the standard wrapping method as shown in Figure 4-16 is used through 

the whole experiment in this project. 

 

   

Figure 4-16 Cross section schematic for the wrapped RTD sensor (top) and 

OMEGAFLIM RTD sketch (bottom) 
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4.3.1.3 Thermocouples (TC) 

TC is a voltage based temperature sensor. The measurement principle is based 

on Seebeck effect (1822) [138]. In this experiment, K type TC was chosen. 

Typical temperature range of this type of TC is from -270°C to 1370°C with a 

sensitivity of ~ 40 μV K-1. A Pico TC-08 Data Logger was used for logging the 

temperature measurements. The measurement uncertainty of these TC was 

down to 0.1 °C. The same standard wrapping method as RTD is also used to 

wrap TC sensors. 

4.3.1.4 Infrared thermometry 

Infrared (IR) thermometry is a noncontract temperature measurement device 

that offers 3 major advantages – fast (in the ms range), high temperature (over 

1300°C) and no interference (electric conductive). In this project, two kinds of IR 

thermometry are used to measure the temperature of copper nozzles. They are 

IMPAC Pyrometers and ThermolMAGER cameral. 

An IMPAC Pyrometer IN 510 (Figure 4-17, top) powered by 24 V DC is 

adopted. This pyrometer is equipped with sensor head and sensor cable 

(shielded) for a maximum temperature of 85°C. The optical sensor head 

provides a field of view 10:1, as illustrated in Figure 4-17 (bottom).  

 

 

Figure 4-17 Photo of the IMPAC Pyrometer IN 510 (top) and the optical sensor 

head (bottom) 
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ThermoIMAGER TIM 450 (Figure 4-18) from Micro-Epsilon is used to provide a 

coarse measurement of the copper nozzle. The camera has a high resolution of 

382x299 pixels and high thermal sensitivity with 40mK. It is equipped with 13° 

lens, and has a measuring range of -20°C to 900°C. 

  

Figure 4-18 Setup of the measurement using ThermolMAGER TIM 450 (left) and a 

field of view from ThermolMAGER (right) 

4.3.1.5 Flow meter 

A Platon NGX series glass variable area flowmeter (Figure 4-19, left) was used 

for measuring the flow rate of coolants. The fluid lifts the float to an equilibrium 

position in a standard scaled glass tube. This tapered tube is chosen as A6 size 

(50 - 800 cm3 m-1) in accordance with the limitation of the flow switch. The 

accuracy of this flow meter is ±1.25% FSD (± 0.625 cm3 m-1). This tube is 

defined by standard scale for pure water at 20°C, but can be custom scaled for 

required fluids with a maximum viscosity of 12 cP. 

The viscosity of mixed coolant is estimated following Gambill (1959) by 

𝜇𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡
1/3 = 𝑥𝑎𝜇𝑎

1/3 + 𝑥𝑏𝜇𝑏
1/3 (4-12) 

where 𝑥𝑎 is the mass fraction of water (= 50%); 

 𝑥𝑏 is the mass fraction of ethylene glycol (= 50%); 

  𝜇𝑎 is the viscosity of water at 20°C (=1.00 cP (mPa·s)); 

 𝜇𝑏 is the viscosity of ethylene glycol at 25°C (=16.10 cP (mPa·s)). 

So μcoolant = 5.475 cP. 

The viscosity value of this coolant was below 12cP, the flow tube FSD was 

estimated using the graph below (Figure 4-19, right), according to the density of 
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the coolant. The density of the coolant at 20°C is 1055.7035 kg m-3 (1.0576 

SG). So the actual flow rate was the value read from the flowmeter kit 

multiplying by 0.95.  

Figure 4-19 (left) illustrates the flowmeter used in this experiment. This 

measurement was carried out when Helios 1200 was switched off for safety 

reason. However, that experimental condition has not affected the 

measurements.  

    

Figure 4-19 Photo of the flowmeter used in the experiment (left) and multiplying 

factor graph (right) 

4.3.2  Experimental method for the power dissipation analysis 

4.3.2.1 Power balance   

It is aimed to estimate the power dissipated within the plasma torch. This aim 

was achieved by analysing the power absorbed by coolant running through both 

torch coil and De-Laval nozzle. Indeed, the RF power was provided to the torch 

coil to create and maintain the plasma jet. The RF power is consumed by 

coolant, argon gas, and radiation. The global rate of energy balance is: 

∆P RF = ∆P coolant + ∆P argon + ∆P radiation  (4-13) 

where ∆P coolant is the power dissipated by the coolants; 

 ∆P argon is both the power dissipated by the energy beam and 

absorbed by the ionisation mechanism; 

 ∆P radiation is the power dissipated by the core of the plasma but not 
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counted in the coolant. 

This power balance was investigated through both experimental work and 

analytical calculations. The experimental results presented in the 5.3.1 focus on 

the temperature change of the coolant channels –coil and nozzle-. The 

terminology used in the results section is Temperature Difference (TD).  

4.3.2.2 Temperature measurement of coolant 

Coolant is used to protect the coil and nozzle from melting when the plasma is 

ignited. The recommended temperature of the coolant is about 20 °C. Coolant 

flows into two main torch components: coil -excitation region- and nozzle -

transportation region-. The torch assembly picture is shown in Figure 4-20. Two 

tributaries go through the copper nozzle, the aluminium flange and aluminium 

torch support, and the copper coil. PTFE hoses are adopted for delivering the 

coolant to the torch assembly.  

 

Figure 4-20 Temperature controlled plasma torch and mix match RF network  

Figure 4-21 illustrates the schematic of the coolant distribution and the 

instrumentation of the torch. Positions of flow metres and temperature sensors 

are provided. Chiller, RF generator, coil, nozzle and gas supply are mentioned.   
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Figure 4-21 Schematic the plasma delivery system: RF generator, gas supply, 

chiller, RTDs, flow meter (FM), torch and coolant channels are shown  

Coolant was provided to the plasma torch using a 19.4 KW cooling capacitance 

chiller (TAEevo Tech 051). The distance between the chiller and the machine 

was 10 m. The total amount the coolant (tank and pipe) was 115 L. Figure 4-22 

shows the thermal cycle logged during two hours duration. The amplitude of the 

variation is 3.5 °C and the period of the chiller cycle is 30 minutes.   

        

Figure 4-22 Coolant temperature variation for a two-hour period  

4.3.2.3 Influence of the sensors onto the PDS 

The PDS was strongly affected by the instrumentation (sensors, electrical leads, 

and connectors). Torch behaviour changes could be observed whenever these 

sensors were idle or used for logging temperature values. Although the 

frequencies recorded at different Forward Powers (FP) were barely changed 

(0.1 MHz), Reflective Powers (RP) increase was observed. The RP value has 

increased from 0 up to 10 W when RF power was set to 600 W. And the RP 

was increased from 0 up to 20 W when RF power was set to 700 W. Also, the 

plasma became systematically unstable when the RF power was set to 800 W 
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leading to RP rush up to 200 W. Before this instrumentation, the RP used to be 

less than 10 W for RF power set to 800 W. Consequently, the temperature 

measurements presented in this experimental work were carried out by setting 

the RF power below 700 W. 

4.3.2.4 Assessment of sensors’ measuring capability 

Two sensors -one TC and one RTD- were used to measure “Supply total” 

coolant temperature. Results are plotted in Figure 4-23. Purple and black plots 

are TC and RTD responses respectively. RF power was incrementally 

increased during the 7 minutes this test lasted. It can be seen that TC response 

was influenced by the RF signal. Red circles are used to point out the time 

where RF signal was switched on, plasma was ignited, and RF power was 

increased (recorded in Table 4-1). This signal break is due to the RF frequency 

re-tuning. 

    

Figure 4-23 Supply total temperature measurement logs of the coolants using 

both RTD and TC  

Table 4-1 Parameters recorded during the operation of plasma delivery system 

Numbers shown 

 in Figure 4-23 
1 2 3 - 7 8 

Action description Switch on Plasma ignited Increase RF 

power 

Switch off 

RF power (W)  50-200 230 300 - 700 Back to 0 

Frequency (MHz) 41.057 40.845 40.820 - 40.698 - 
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The Same phenomenon was logged by the TC attached to the surface of the 

nozzle (Figure 4-24, yellow plot). Poor TC responses are attributed to the lack 

of high quality EM shielded. 

  

Figure 4-24 Temperature measurement log of the nozzle using TC  

4.3.2.5 Thermal response of the coolant through regular operation  

Better quality temperature measurements were carried out using RTDs. Logs 

are displayed in Figure 4-25. This measurement method and instrumentation 

configuration was assessed robust enough to be used for energy dissipation 

investigations and calculations. 

   

Figure 4-25 Temperature measurement logs of the coolants using RTD  
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5 Results 

5.1 Result of RF network investigation 

This work aimed at investigating the RF network of the Plasma Delivery System 

(PDS). The result of this investigation enabled to determine the most influencing 

parameters and to recommend a method for tuning the PDS.  

The PDS parameters are load capacitance, tune capacitance, and the induction 

coil (geometry, oxidation, and pitch distance). Due to parameter effects and 

interactions, a one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) method was chosen for this 

investigation.  

5.1.1 Effects of capacitors in the RF network 

5.1.1.1 Effects of Tune capacitance changes 

The tune capacitor value was varied from ~197.96 pF -14.14 turns- to ~199.5 

pF -14.25 turns- (increase 0.77%), when the load capacitor was set to ~27.86 

pF -1.99 turns-. For each value, the plasma was ignited using a minimum 

amount of power ~250 W and the RF power was increased up to 800 W. 

Frequencies were recorded at both 200 W (before ignition) and 800 W. Figure 

5-1 displays the logged data. Experiments were carried out within three days, 

and the frequencies appeared to be repeatable (Max deviation better than 

0.1MHz). The logged frequency increased as the tune capacitance value was 

increased. Also, a pseudo linear correlation was highlighted. 
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Figure 5-1 Frequency versus tune capacitance 

5.1.1.2 Effects of Load capacitance changes 

The load capacitor was changed from 27.86 pF (1.99 turns) to 28.42 pF (2.03 

turns) (increase 2%) while the tune capacitance value was set to 198.94 pF 

(14.21 turns). The tune capacitance value was chosen because the observed 

ignition power value was low and consistent. The frequency values are plotted 

in Figure 5-2. Then it can be seen that the optimum frequency determined by 

the RF generator did not change much. This observation contrasted with 

results shown in the previous section -tune capacitance response (Figure 5-2).  
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Figure 5-2 Frequency versus load capacitance 

The investigation (see Figure 5-3) highlighted that the tune capacitance value 

change had stronger effect than load capacitor value. Indeed, the frequency 

changed by 0.05% when the load capacitance value was increased by 2 %. 

While frequency changed by 2% when the tune capacitance value was 

increased by 0.77%.  

 

Figure 5-3 Comparison of influence on frequencies between tune capacitor and 

load capacitor 
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5.1.1.3 Effects of capacitance setting on the torch ignition 

This section enables to compare the effects of tune and load capacitance 

values on the torch ignition. Three experiments were carried out systematically 

for each capacitance settings. The minimal amount of power required to strike 

the plasma was recorded. The line graphs displayed below show mean, min, 

and max logged values.  

The tune capacitance value was changed from 197.96pF (14.14 turns) to 199.5 

pF (14.25 turns). The ignition powers are displayed Figure 5-4. Weighted 

average ignition power values were calculated and displayed (see purple 

curve). The minimal -averaged- ignition power was determined to 300 W. 

Optimum tune capacitance value was 198.94 pF. Also ignition power values 

were more consistent (standard deviation: 6.63 pF) compared to other results.   

 

Figure 5-4 Ignition powers recorded at different tune capacitances 

After setting the tune capacitor to its optimum value i.e. 198.94 pF, the Load 

capacitor was changed from 27.86 pF (1.99 turns) up to 28.42 pF (2.03 turns). 

The ignition power values are plotted in Figure 5-5. The lowest averaged 

ignition power value was achieved when the load capacitance value was set to 
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28.00 pF (2.00 turns). Also it was observed that the standard deviation value 

(5.75 W) was improved.  

 

Figure 5-5 Load capacitance versus ignition power  

5.1.2 Effects of torch coil in the RF network 

5.1.2.1 Effects of the length of coil 

The length of the copper torch coil (shown in Figure 5-6, left) can be changed 

by squeezing or stretching the induction coil (refrigerated grade copper pipe). 

Figure 5-6 (right) illustrates how the length of the coil was changed and 

measured using slip gauges.  

 

Figure 5-6 Photo showing the length of coil (left) and its measurement method 

(right) 
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The length of the coil was changed from 23.5 mm up to 25.5 mm. It was 

noticed that ignition took place easily for coil length set to 23.5 mm. However, it 

was noticed that no ignition could take place for the coil length set shorter than 

23.5 mm. As shown in Figure 5-7, the frequency value increases as the length 

of the coil was stretched. Also the ignition power value needed to be increased. 

The length was changed up to 8.5 %, and the response of frequency was 

increased 1.24%. The reflective power values were less than 10 W. 

 

Figure 5-7 Frequency and ignition power versus the length of coil 

5.1.2.2 Effects of number of free turns on the coil 

The effect of coil geometry was investigated. The original torch was equipped 

with two different coils. The first tested coil was made of two sections: a three-

turn powered coil and a two- turn free coil. The second tested coil had three-

turn powered coil, and two-and-a-quarter-turn free coil (Figure 5-8). The values 

of the load and tune capacitance were 28.0 pF and 199.8 pF.  
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Figure 5-8 Three-turn powered coil, and two-and-a-quarter-turn free coil (left) and 

three-turn powered coil, and two- turn free coil (right) 

For RF power in the range 500 W up to 800 W, results highlighted that 

frequencies shifted downward by about 50 KHz (Figure 5-9).  

 

Figure 5-9 Frequency for 2¼-free-turn coil and 2-free-turn coil 

The change of reflected power (RP) values was significant (Figure 5-10). The 

RP value was better than 10 W when using 2-free-turn coil, but these values 

increased beyond 24 W (3% of RF power). 
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Figure 5-10 Forwarded power versus reflective power for 2¼-free-turn coil and 2-

free-turn coil 

5.1.2.3 Effects of corrosion on the coil 

At atmospheric pressure, the coil is strongly subject to oxidation. Thus 

corrosion takes place. The effect of surface oxidation leads efficiency drop. 

Indeed, the EM field intensity is weaker. Consequently, the RF signal is poorly 

transferred to the plasma. Oxidised copper coil occurred undue stress on the 

rest of the electrical components.  Oxidised coil contribute to premature failure 

of the PDS.  

The efficiency of different materials in conducting RF energy plays an important 

role in the overall plasma efficiency. Metal oxides do not conduct RF signals as 

well as pure metal. In particular, copper sulphate is a very poor conductor. 

Silver oxide has a much smaller effect on efficiency. 

If heat is the biggest problem then the best way to deal with this is to use a coil 

that is plated with a highly conductive material such as silver. However, silver 

plating does produce a tarnished appearance after a period of use. To obtain 

the best life out of a coil in this situation, the coil should be cleaned frequently 

with a tarnish remover. This action does eventually lead to the removal of the 

silver plating. However, if the tarnish is not removed, excessive heat can build 

up due to higher absorption and lead to the plating flaking away from the 

copper tubing. This exposes bare copper areas that will deteriorate at a faster 
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rate. Copper will oxidise much quicker, thereby leading to possible arcing 

between coils and lower energy transfer to the plasma [139].  

5.1.3 Summary 

The four variables of the L type RF network were investigated. Recommended 

values are given in Table 5-1 based on the low ignition power, test repeatability 

and low reflected power.   

Table 5-1 Optimum values for the RF network 

Influencing factors Recommended value 

Tune capacitance 198.94 pF 

Load capacitance  28.00 pF 

Length of coil 23.5 mm 

Number of free turns 2.0 turns 

The research on the capacitors provides an optimum setting of both Tune and 

Load capacitors. The practical method to determine the optimal parameters is 

threefold: start adjustment procedure using 200 W and make sure that 

reflective power is less than 10 W, increase the forwarded power incrementally, 

and force the RF generator to retune after each 100 W increases. When 

correctly tuned the amount of power required for plasma ignition should be 

consistent and less than 350 W. Also, the reflected power values observed 

should be less than 10 W for all forwarded power values.  

The research on the coils highlights the effect of the length of the coil on both 

frequency and ignition power. The sensitivity of coil’s length is 0.065, which is 

more than twice of load capacitance (0.025) but still much lower than tune 

capacitance (2.5). The optimum setting of the coil’s length is 23.5 mm. The 

most important result of the investigation of the coil highlights the effect of the 

number of free turns on both frequency and ignition power. Although the 

sensitivity to the frequency is as small as the load capacitor (0.0255), the effect 
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on the RP is tremendous. For the priority of PDS operation, the free turns’ 

number of the coil will be kept at 2.  
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5.2 Result - numerical analysis of De-Laval nozzle designs 

The CFD model of High Temperature Jet (HTJ) has been initially validated with 

the benchmark model in 4.2.1.4. In this section, the model is validated from the 

viewpoint of processing in 5.2.1. Further validation of the model based on key 

parameter design is performed in 5.2.2. Finally, the emphasis is made in 5.2.3 

on the comparison of the aerodynamic properties between the original and one 

of the enhanced nozzles.   

5.2.1 Aerodynamic behaviour of the De-Laval nozzle 

This section presents two investigations for a HTJ (5000 Kelvin) that is used in 

the context of the Plasma Figuring process. Firstly, an investigation focuses on 

the aerodynamic properties of this jet that streamed through the plasma torch 

De-Laval nozzle and impinged on optical surfaces. Secondly, the work 

highlights quantitatively the effects of changing the distance between the 

processed surface and nozzle outlet. In both investigations, results of numerical 

models and experiments were correlated. The areas of interests in the model 

domain are the nozzle convergent-divergent region and the impinged substrate 

regions. Strong correlations are highlighted between the gas flow velocity near 

the surface and material removal footprint profiles. 

5.2.1.1 Calculated results of the HTJ in the De-Laval nozzle 

The calculated distributions for Mach number, the temperature in the domain 

are illustrated in Figure 5-11. The Mach number reaches the value of 0.56 in the 

bottle neck of the nozzle. This velocity is still subsonic as expected.  
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Figure 5-11 Calculated distribution of the Mach number (left), the temperature of 

HTJ (right) (x-axis is radial distance from the symmetric line, and z-axis is axial 

distance along the symmetric line) 

From the results plotted above it is clear that the symmetric axis of the nozzle is 

a critical path that is further scrutinized. The variation of temperatures and 

velocities along the axis are displayed in Figure 5-12 (top). The static pressure 

is displayed in Figure 5-12 (bottom). The pressure in the nozzle drops 

significantly by axial distance 5mm. This low pressure is formed in the bottle 

neck, where the flow velocity reaches 440 m s-1. And as expected the pressure 

value recovers in the divergent area of the nozzle.  
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Figure 5-12 Axial profiles of temperature, blue dotted line and velocity, black 

solid line (top), Static pressure along the symmetric axis of the De-Laval nozzle 

(bottom) 

The other area of interest is the near surface substrate region where the 

chemical reaction takes place. In order to ease the investigation, a line of study 

is defined at 10 μm from the substrate surface (Figure 5-11, horizontal dash line 

located above the substrate area). This line is called “Pathway Of Investigation” 

(POI). Along the POI, the chemical reaction related data – temperature, density, 

axial and radial velocity - are extracted and displayed in Figure 5-13. In the 

region close to the symmetric axis, both variables are higher than that of the 

ambience. Then it can be deduced that the chemical reaction in the centrally 

exposed region takes place more effectively. Also in the region far from the 

symmetric axis - radial distance: 15mm to 30mm - fewer silicon atoms are 

etched. This statement is supported by the evidence - footprint profile - shown 

in Figure 4-12. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5-13 Radial profiles of (a) temperature, (b) density, (c) axial velocity, and 

(d) radial velocity along the “POI” 

5.2.1.2 Exposed area definition  

From a processing viewpoint, the plasma etching rate is influenced by 

parameters such as standoff distance of the torch nozzle, the travel speed of 

the torch - exposure time -, the power delivered by the RF generator, and 

reactive gas concentration. When those aforementioned parameters are 

coupled together then a specific near Gaussian shape footprint is created.  

However, from the microscopic view point, the plasma etching is considered to 

take place only in the region exposed to fluorine ions.  
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In Figure 5-14 (left, black solid line), HTJ axial velocity along the POI is 

displayed. As shown, the HTJ flow can go either downwards or upwards. The 

area that experiences downwards HTJ flow is shown with positive values of 

velocity. On the other hand, regions along the POI that experiences an upwards 

HTJ flow component are shown having negative values of velocity (see Figure 

5-14, right). The area experiencing downwards flow is named “Exposed area”. 

In the next section, the Exposed area is characterised by its diameter value. 

That enables to compare the two profiles of interest: axial velocity and removal 

footprint.   

 

Figure 5-14 Radial profile of the axial velocity along POI (left) and sketch of the 

HTJ that flows onto the “Exposed area” (right) 

5.2.1.3 Validation of the CFD simulation with experimental results 

Figure 5-15 shows both the CFD simulation data (5.2.1.2) and experimental 

data -footprint cross section- (4.2.2.2). This plot highlights the comparison 

between the material removal footprint and the regions along the POI that 

experiences a downwards vertical flow. The Exposed area diameter is 26.8mm, 

which is close to the 6 Sigma value of the footprint’s aperture 31.1 mm. On the 

other hand, the two profiles are very similar. 
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Figure 5-15 Curves of the footprint (black solid line) and axial velocity of HTJ 

along the POI (blue dotted line) 

In addition to previous results, the correlation between exposed area diameter 

and 6 Sigma values is displayed in Figure 5-16 for standoff distances set to 

6mm, 7mm, 8mm and 9mm. Good correlation takes place when the standoff 

distance is smaller than 7mm, and the discrepancy increases as the standoff 

distance is over 8mm. The etching rate is dependent on reactive species flux, 

the velocity of flow and irradiation intensity. When the substrate is far from the 

nozzle, both reactive species concentration and irradiation intensity will be 

weaker. 

 

Figure 5-16 Correlation between footprint 6 sigma values and exposed area 

diameters 
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5.2.2 De-Laval nozzle evaluation using CFD model 

Investigation of the nozzle’s key design parameters based on the 

aforementioned 2D axis-symmetric numerical model has been made. 

Evaluation is based on the changing radius along the Pathway of Investigation 

that is exposed to free radicals. The hydrodynamic characteristics of the De-

Laval nozzle depend on seven parameters (shown in Table 5-2). The 

distinguishing physical characteristic of this type of nozzle is the area ratio, 

meaning the ratio of the divergent area to the throat area. Also, from 

experimental view of point, D1 will be kept the same, as it matches the size of 

existing torch tube design. 

Three of them have been changed to investigate their effect on gas flow. The 

three design parameters varied were: the diameter of the throat D2, the 

diameter of divergent end D3, and the depth of the divergent path h3. The 

following paragraphs detail the findings and results obtained through the CFD 

model focussing on the radius exposed to free radicals and the maximum 

velocity in the throat. 

Table 5-2 Parameters of the nozzle in the characteristic analysis 

No Parameters Symbol Schematic plot 

1 
Diameter of convergent 

end 
D1 

 

2 Diameter of throat D2 

3 Diameter of divergent end  D3 

4 Depth of convergent path  h1 

5 Depth of throat h2 

6 Depth of divergent path  h3 

7 Stand-off distance h4 
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5.2.2.1 Effect of the Throat Diameter 

The throat -parameter D2- in the De-Laval nozzle is crucial, because the speed 

of flow increases strongly when the gas goes through this narrow section. A 

five-step increase of the throat diameter (4.0mm, 4.3mm, 4.7mm, 5.0mm and 

5.3mm) is chosen for the investigation of the flow velocity change. The 

correlation between the diameter of the throat and the radius exposed to free 

radicals is highlighted in Figure 5-17. When D2 decreases by 24%, the radius 

exposed to free radicals decreases by 19%.  The sensitivity of D2 is 0.79. Also, 

it can be observed that the flow velocity increases when the throat dimension 

gets smaller.  

 

Figure 5-17 The throat diameter (D2) versus the radius exposed to free radicals (♦ 

left), and D2 versus the maximum velocity in the throat (▲ right) 

5.2.2.2 Effect of the Divergent End Dimension 

A similar comparison is made among nozzles with different dimensions of 

divergent end diameter -parameter D3-. The chosen diameters are 10.8mm, 

11.4mm, 12.0mm, 12.6mm, 13.2mm and 16.7mm. The correlation between the 

diameter of the divergent end and the radius exposed to free radicals can be 

seen in Figure 5-18. As expected, the results show that a wider divergent end 
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generates a larger etched area. The dimension of the etched area decreases 8% 

as D3 shrinks 18%. The sensitivity of D3 is 0.44. The maximum flow velocity 

through the throat is little affected by this nozzle parameter.  

 

Figure 5-18 The divergent end dimensions (D3) versus the radius exposed to free 

radicals (♦ left), and D3 versus the maximum velocity in the throat (▲ right) 

5.2.2.3 Effect of the Divergent Path Dimension 

Through this third investigation, the influence of the dimension of the divergent 

path - parameter h3 - is analysed. Here two scenarios are investigated.  

First scenario: the diameter of the divergent end is kept constant at 11.4mm. 

Thus the change of divergence path dimension affects the divergent angle 

which consequently increases. Unlike the last two comparisons, the obvious 

change of the divergent depth doesn’t change the radius exposed to free 

radicals (Figure 5-19). 
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Figure 5-19 The depth of the divergent path (h3) versus the radius exposed to 

free radicals (♦ left), and h3 versus the maximum velocity in the throat (▲ right). 

(Divergent angle changes with h3) 

Second scenario: the angle of divergence is kept constant and therefore the 

divergent path dimension is altered. It can be seen in Figure 5-20 that the short 

nozzle reduces the radius exposed to free radicals. However, the response from 

h3 is not obvious comparing to that of D2 and D3.  
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Figure 5-20 The depth of the divergent path (h3) versus the radius exposed to 

free radicals (♦ left), and h3 versus the maximum velocity in the throat (▲ right). 

(Divergent angle is kept constant) 

These last two sets of results are complementary and they enable to correlate 

the radius exposed to free radicals and the diameter of the divergent end. 

Moreover, from the series of results obtained through this initial modelling work, 

there are three general design rules of the De-Laval nozzle: 

1. Radius exposed to free radicals decreases significantly as the throat (D2) 

shrinks; 

2. Radius exposed to free radicals decreases when the divergent end (D3) 

shrinks. 

3. Smaller energy beam footprints should be achieved with adjustment of D2 as 

it is more efficient than tuning D3. 

5.2.3 CFD optimized nozzle versus original nozzle 

In this section, CFD modelling was utilized to investigate the aerodynamic 

properties of a plasma jet streamed through two De-Laval nozzles. These 
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nozzles were the original and one of the enhanced nozzles (evaluated in 5.2.2). 

The temperature distributions in the domains are displayed in Figure 5-21.  

 

Figure 5-21 Temperature map of gas mixture: enhanced nozzle (left), original 

nozzle (right) 

Temperature and velocity data were logged along the symmetric axis (Figure 

5-22) and along the impinged surface (Figure 5-23).  

                     

Figure 5-22 Axial profiles of velocity (left) and temperature (right) along the 

symmetric axis 

Along the axis of symmetry, gas velocity magnitude of the enhanced nozzle is 

faster. In the throat section -10 mm axial distance-, this velocity is 2.5 times 

higher (Figure 5-22, left). On the other hand, the temperature of the jet is 500 K 

higher (Figure 5-22, right) at an axial distance where gas impinged the 

processed surface -44 mm axial distance-.  
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Figure 5-23 Radial profiles of axial velocity (left) and temperature (right) along 

the impinged surface 

Onto the impinged surface, results show that the radius profile of the axial 

velocity is marginally smaller (Figure 5-23, left) and the maximum gas 

temperature is increased by 150 K (Figure 5-23, right). 

5.2.4 Summary  

A CFD model based on the High Temperature Jet (HTJ) was developed for a 

De-Laval nozzle. This model was tested against the plasma torch model 

developed by Morsli and Proulx [1] with an acceptable degree of agreement. 

Compared to plasma models, this model proved that the use of HTJ is sufficient 

for the actual De-Laval nozzle design characterization. In fact, the numerical 

results of this model highlighted that appropriate profiles of temperature and 

velocity applied on the nozzle inlet with reduced computational time. This model 

enabled the investigation of the entire aerodynamic behaviour of HTJ from the 

nozzle inlet up to the processed surface.  

Some initial design rules and nozzle parameter sensitivity analysis has been 

obtained. This information can be used to create a number of new nozzle 

designs for experiments (in Section 5.4). 

In the last part of this section, it highlights the increased performance of an 

improved nozzle design. This nozzle is expected to enhance the processing 

capability of plasma figuring by reducing the MSF errors. This enhanced nozzle 

is predicted to deliver a 12.5% smaller footprint and 15.5% higher temperature. 
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5.3 Result - power dissipation analysis of ICP torch 

This section focuses on the power dissipation mechanisms of the bespoke ICP 

torch and its efficiency. Experiments were carried out to assess the power 

dissipation in two key components of this plasma torch. The increases in 

temperatures of the coolant in both coil and De-Laval nozzle were recorded and 

analysed. Energy dissipation rates were derived from these two sets of results. 

This method presents an alternative way to estimate the power dissipation of a 

plasma torch. This will enable us to test nozzle designs from the viewpoint of 

power dissipation in the next step (Section 5.4).  

5.3.1 Results of measurement of coolant (flow rate and temperature) 

5.3.1.1 Flow rate of coolant 

Figure 5-24 (left) displays the reading from flowmeter that was used to 

measure the flow rate of coolants through the coil (Figure 5-24, right). The read 

flow rate valve was correlated with standardised values through conversion 

chart (Figure 5-24, left). The measured flow rate is 388 cm3min-1 (0.388 L min-

1). So the actual coolant flow rate through the coil is 369 cm3 min-1 (0.369 L 

min-1). 

    

Figure 5-24 Photo of the reading (left) and the measurement position on the pipe 

through coil (right) 
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The aforementioned method was used to measure the coolants flow rate 

through the nozzle (Figure 5-25) and the total return pipe (Figure 5-26). The 

flow rate through nozzle was 1188 cm3 min-1 (1.188 L min-1), and through the 

Return total pipe was 1558 cm3 min-1  (1.558 L min-1). 

  

Figure 5-25 Photo of the reading (left) and the measurement position on the pipe 

through nozzle (right) 

 

Figure 5-26 Photo of the reading (left) and the measurement position on the total 

return pipe (right) 

5.3.1.2 Temperature logs of coolant in E-mode plasma 

Following the same procedure of that in 4.3.2.5, a further six identical trials (RF 

signal switched on, plasma ignition, and RF power ramped up from 300 up to 
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800W) were carried out. The experiments were carried out at atmospheric 

pressure in capacitance dominated plasma mode (i.e. E–mode). 

The temperature logs of coolant in this mode are shown in Figure 5-27. From 

the 1st to the 4th trial, the RF power was increased from 0 to 800 W through the 

incremental increase of 100 W every 60 seconds. In the 5th trial, the RF power 

was systemically increased by 50 W every 30 seconds. In the last trial, each RF 

power was systemically increased by 100 W every 120 seconds. 

 

Figure 5-27 Temperature measurement logs of the coolants using RTD 

5.3.1.3 Temperature Difference (TD) of the coolant in E-mode plasma 

The previous results (in 4.3.2.2 and Figure 4-22) highlighted the influence of 

the main chiller thermal cycle then it was decided to present the next set of 

results based on the difference of temperature. Also, the logs displayed in 

Figure 5-27 enable to determine the absolute response of the Plasma Delivery 

System.   

The TD between the inlet and outlet coolant of the torch assembly was 

calculated by subtracting (Supply total - Return total). The inlet temperature of 

coolant was measured by the RTD 04 (Supply total in Figure 5-27) and the 

outlet temperature was measured by the RTD 03 (Return total in Figure 5-27). 

The TDs are displayed in Figure 5-28. This set of results highlighted that the 

TD values is not constant even after 2 minutes, therefore, a 7th trial was carried 

out with a longer duration. 
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Figure 5-28 Temperature differences of the coolants through ICP torch (1st to 6th 

trial) 

The TD result of the 7th run is displayed in Figure 5-29. RF power at 800 W 

lasted for 5 minutes and the value tends to be stable (4.5 ℃) after its 3 

minutes. This value will be used to calculate the energy dissipation in the next 

trial.  

  

Figure 5-29 Temperature differences of the coolants through ICP torch (7th trial) 

During the 8th run, the RF power was systemically increased with 100 W every 

3 minutes. The TD result of each RF power is displayed in Figure 5-30. This 

result enabled to correlate RF P power value and TD. 
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Figure 5-30 Temperature differences of the coolants through ICP torch (8th trial) 

During the next sets of experiments under the condition of E-mode plasma, the 

RF power was also increased from 300.W up to 800 W. Four RTD sensors (01-

04) were recorded. The TD of the coolant between the inlet and coil or nozzle 

was calculated by subtraction of recorded values obtained. The TD results for 

each RF power step are displayed Figure 5-31. The RF power was stepped up 

by increments of 100 W that lasted 3 minutes. This test duration for each 

increment enabled the torch components to reach thermal stability and provide 

robust temperature records.  

 

 

Figure 5-31 Left: schematic of the coolant circuit. RTDs were positioned at four 

key points of the coolant circuit; Right: temperature difference of coolant 

channels: coil, nozzle and total    

After a set of repetitive testing, the range of TD at each RF power is drawn in 

Figure 5-32. These results enable to correlate RF power and TD values for 

coolant channels at each key location where RTDs were set.  
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Figure 5-32 RF power versus temperature difference   

5.3.2 Power absorbed by coolants in E mode  

These results were used to determine the power absorbed by the coolant in E 

mode. Therefore, each RF power value -steady state - the energy dissipated by 

coolants was calculated using (5-1).  

ΔE coolant = Cpc vc ΔT (5-1) 

where Cpc is the specific heat capacity of coolant (= 3.14 kJ kg-1 K-1); 

 vc is the flow rate (= 1055.7 kg m-3 x 1.57 l min-1 = 1.645 kg min-1); 

 ΔT is the TD value of coolants for each RF power value set. 

Substituting these experimental values into (5-1), the power dissipated by the 

coolants in E mode was calculated (Figure 5-33).  
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Figure 5-33 RF power versus power dissipated for each coolant channel in E 

mode  

Figure 5-32 and Figure 5-33 enable to observe that a near linear correlation 

exists between RF power values and both TD and power dissipated values in E 

mode for the range 300 W up to 800 W.  

The value of the total power dissipated by the coolants is calculated for an 800 

W power supply. This value was 355 W. The throughout investigation 

highlighted that the power dissipated in the nozzle coolant was 124 W whereas 

the coil coolant dissipated 266 W. The sum total of power dissipated by the coil 

and nozzle coolant was 390 W, which is 8.97 % higher than the measured total 

power dissipated value. It was considered that the difference is due to the heat 

loss from the hose between RTD 01/02 and RTD 03 (see Figure 4-20). 

5.3.3 Uncertainty analysis 

The uncertainty analysis was carried out for power loss, temperature and mass 

flow rate measurements. The uncertainty was estimated according to the 

method described by Dietrich [140] and Bell [141]. The uncertainty budget is 

given in Table 5-3. 

The uncertainty in the dissipated power at 800 W RF power is estimated. The 

result of coolant’s power dissipation is 355 W and the uncertainty is 9 W. The 
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overall uncertainty calculation uses the coverage factor (k) equal to two. This 

investigation provides a confidence level of 95%.  

The mean TD at 800 W RF power was 12.9 ℃, and the standard deviation is 0.2 

℃. Standard uncertainty of mean of 10 repeated readings is 0.0633 ℃ (divided 

by  √10 ). The RTD sensors calibration uncertainty was 0.385%. Thus the 

standard uncertainty u (for k=2) was 0.0248 ℃. The resolution of reading was 

10-6 ℃. 

The mean mass flow rate of total coolant was 1.645 kg min-1 with 3 repeated 

readings. The estimated standard deviation was 20 g min-1. The accuracy was 

±1.25% of reading. Thus the correction uncertainty was 20.56 g min-1. 

Table 5-3 Uncertainty budget of the power dissipation of coolant 

Source of uncertainty Value (±) Probability 

distribution 

Divisor Standard 

uncertainty 

Coolant temperature 10-3 ℃   10-3 ℃ 

TC calibration uncertainty 49.6 Normal 2 24.8 

Resolution 10-3 Normal 2 5x10-4  

Standard uncertainty 63.3  Normal 1 63.3 

Combined standard 

uncertainty 

 Normal  67.98 

Expanded uncertainty  Normal (k=2)  136. 

Flow rate g ▪ min-1   g ▪ min-1 

Correction uncertainty 20.56  Normal 2 10.28  

Standard uncertainty 1.20  Normal 1 1.20  

Combined standard 

uncertainty 

 Normal  10.35  

Expanded uncertainty  Normal (k=2)  20.7  
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5.3.4 Power absorbed by coolants in H mode 

The phenomenon of the transition from E to H mode has been presented in 

2.3.1.2. Figure 5-34 shows the ICP torch in different modes. The transition of 

this bespoke ICP torch occurs around 800 W. It can be noticed the amount of 

light radiating from the ICP torch in E mode is significantly different from that of 

H mode. Once the plasma transfers to H mode, it can be maintained when the 

RF power is reduced to 300 W. This section looks at the H-mode plasma from a 

quantitative viewpoint through temperature measurement of the coolant. 

 

Figure 5-34 Image of the bespoke ICP torch obtained by spectrum camera 

Figure 5-35 illustrates how the temperature of nozzle appears at a specific RF 

power in E and H modes. These images were taken under the set-up procedure 

introduced in 4.3.1.4. These images provide an intuitive judgment that the 

temperature of the nozzle increases dramatically in H mode. However, the 

value acquired from this thermal camera cannot be used in the calculation with 

data acquired from RTDs.  
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Figure 5-35 Image of the original ICP torch nozzle obtained by thermal camera 

The temperature logs of coolant in both supply total and return total are shown 

in Figure 5-36. In this trial, the transition occurred at the RF power between 800 

W to 850 W. The temperature of total return coolant drops by 1 ℃. The TD 

values at each RF power are recorded in Figure 5-37. After the transition, the 

TDs still keep a good linear correlation with RF powers. This makes the 

calculation of power loss possible in a higher RF power (around 1200 W) 

through prediction of the tendency. The TD is predicted to be 4.6 ℃ at the RF 

power of 1200W. The power dissipated from the coolant in H-mode is 

calculated and predicated as 400W, as shown in Figure 5-38. 

  

Figure 5-36 Temperature measurement logs of the coolants using RTD (Note: * 

marks the RF power given in H mode) 
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Figure 5-37 RF power versus temperature difference in E and H mode plasma 

  

Figure 5-38 RF power versus power dissipated from the total coolant in both E 

and H mode 

5.3.5 Power dissipated by argon gas in H mode 

5.3.5.1 Temperature distribution in De-Laval nozzle  

The average temperature of the HTJ in this domain is 912.25 K (Calculates the 

volume-weighted average on a 3D equivalent location). This result comes from 

the CFD simulation in 5.2.1.1. 

5.3.5.2 Derivation of plasma average temperature value  

Based on the linear correlation between the RF power and TD values, TD value 

was extrapolated for the nominal processing RF power value. Thus the deduced 

energy loss rate by the coolant for a 1200 W RF power is estimated to 664 W. 

Also, the energy absorbed by the argon gas can be calculated through (5-2): 
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E argon = ∫ (𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑎)𝑑𝑇
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚
 (5-2) 

where 𝐶𝑎 is the specific heat capacity of argon given as plasma 

temperature dependent [142], shown as (5-3); 

 𝑣𝑎 is the gas flow rate (=22 litre min-1 = 0.0156 mol s-1); 

𝐶𝑎 = 20.79 − 3.2 × 10−5T + 5.16 × 10−8T2 (5-3) 

The dissipated energy rate from the argon heating can be integrated using 

(5-4): 

ΔE argon = 𝑣𝑎[20.79 𝑇 − 1.6 × 10−5𝑇2 + 1.72 × 10−8𝑇3]𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚

𝑇               

       = 𝑣𝑎(6090.5 + 20.79T − 1.6 × 10−5T2 + 1.72 × 10−8T3)      

(5-4) 

The fraction of the radiation losses in the total energy balance of ICP torch 

varied in a wide range: from 8% to 32% [143]. According to (5-2), the E argon can 

be derived. This result is 13% to 37% of the RF power. Then the average 

temperature of plasma was estimated through (5-4). Values range from 481.8K 

to 1370K. 

5.3.5.3 Estimation of power dissipated from argon gas  

The rate of energy dissipated by argon gas is 394.2 W when the average 

temperature of argon is 912.25K (CFD result). 

5.3.6 Power dissipated by radiation in H mode 

The average temperature of the argon gas was calculated as 912.25K through 

the CFD model. This result is within the range of predicted gas temperatures 

mentioned in section 4.5.2 (481.8K to 1370K). That previous result was based 

on the energy dissipation experiment. However, the radiation losses value in 

[143] is not accurate enough for the overall energy dissipation estimation. The 

radiative energy dissipated in the present research consists of two parts: 

excitation region and transportation region (Figure 5-39). 
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Figure 5-39 Radiation regions of the ICP torch 

5.3.6.1 Radiation in excitation region  

For the radiation in the excitation region, both Wilbers [144] and Benoy [145] 

calculated the radiative loss under atmospheric plasma condition as a function 

of temperature (3000K to 12000K). In the present study, the plasma 

temperature in the ICP torch is estimated to 10000K [95]. Therefore, the 

estimated radiative energy dissipated rate in the torch tube ranges from 70 W 

to 200 W, depending on the radius distance from the torch axis. 

5.3.6.2 Radiation in transportation region  

The radiative energy dissipated rate in the transportation region can be 

estimated based on Stefan-Boltzmann law. The radiation energy loss rate can 

be calculated as 203 W by (5-5), 

E radiation= 𝑒 𝜎 𝐴(T4 − T𝐶
4)  (5-5) 

where 𝑒 is emissivity of the gas (=0.8) [143]; 

 𝜎 is Stefan’s constant (=5.6703x10-8 W m-2 K-4); 

 𝐴 is radiating area for the axis-symmetric torch (= 6.72 x 10-3 m3); 

 T is average temperature of plasma in the nozzle (=912.25 K); 

 TC is the temperature of nozzle (=350 K). 

5.3.6.3 Estimation of radiation energy in total 

The estimation of the total radiative energy rate results from the addition of the 

radiative energy rate due to the excitation region (70 – 200 W) and the 

radiative energy rate due to the transportation region (203 W). 

It follows then that total radiative energy rate dissipated ranges from 273 W to 

403 W, which is 22.8% to 33.6%of RF power. This calculation is also within the 

range of reference [143]. 
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5.3.7 Summary 

In this section, the results of measurement are analysed and the power 

dissipated from the coolants in E mode are calculated. This investigation 

provides a confidence level of 95%, after an uncertainty analysis. In H mode, 

the measurement of coolant temperature was carried out at the RF power of 

850 W to 300 W. There is a near linear correlation between TD value and RF 

power in accordance with Figure 5-32. The power dissipation is also predicated 

as 400 W at operating RF power of 1200 W.  

The power dissipated by heating the argon gas estimated through the CFD 

model is 394 W. This estimation does not take into account the ionisation 

energy of the gas. 

The radiation from plasma –excitation and transportation regions– is absorbed 

by the surrounding parts: surrounding air aluminium tube, outer quartz tube, 

copper nozzle and coil. The amount of energy absorbed by those latter two 

parts (nozzle and coil) is already counted by the power dissipated through 

coolants (5.3.4).  The energy absorbed by the remaining parts still needs to be 

defined.  Table 5-4 illustrates the power dissipated by each component of the 

torch. 

Table 5-4 Power balance of the ICP system 

Input: RF power Power dissipated  

1200W provided by  

RF generator  

Coil coolant 

Nozzle coolant 

Gas heating 

Radiation 

Total 

272.4 W (22.7%) 

127.2 W (10.6%)  

394.2 W (32.8%) 

273~403 W (22.75 ~ 33.58%) 

(88.85 ~ 99.68 %) 

From this table, we can have a rough idea that in the original torch nozzle, 1/3 

of the power is dissipated from the coolant, 1/3 of the power is dissipated from 

the gas heating, and the rest 1/3 of the power is dissipated from the radiation. 
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Methods to measure and calculate the power dissipation are different in each 

publication from another. Also, it is difficult to compare the torch efficiencies of 

different types of plasma torches. The method presented in this section enables 

to compare the different nozzle designs rapidly.  
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5.4 Result of power dissipation analysis of enhanced nozzle 

series 

In this section, the design of enhanced nozzles and their performance in terms 

of power dissipation are presented. 5.4.1 emphasises on the mechanical design 

of the nozzle. With these nozzles’ manufactured comparisons of nozzle 

performances were carried out using the power dissipation method. The results 

of this comparison were discussed in 5.4.2.  

5.4.1 Design and manufacturing of enhanced nozzles 

This section presents the design of a combined nozzle for an ICP torch used in 

optical fabrication. The research is aimed to investigate the effect of nozzle 

design parameters on the material removal footprint.  New nozzles are 

expected to be used in experiments of power dissipation and material removal 

footprint, which enables validation of the 2D axis-symmetry numerical model 

created for the CFD simulation. 

The design is based on the existing nozzle to a large extent. One of the big 

improvements is that the detachable structure enables the dimension of the 

inner wall of the nozzle to be changed. Therefore, the convergent-divergent size 

can be changed during the validation trials.  

5.4.1.1 Existing nozzle 

The existing nozzle designed and made by RAPT Industries is shown in Figure 

5-40. It is composed of three parts:  aluminium ring, copper nozzle, and outer 

shell. The quartz tube of the ICP torch is mounted into the aluminium ring. 

Aluminium is considered to have a better glass-to metal seal than copper. 

Copper with a good thermal conductivity and high melting point (1085℃), is 

chosen for the De-Laval nozzle, to work in the plasma of thousands of degrees 

and surrounded by a chilling groove. The spiral cooling pipe is a helix tube 

between the copper nozzle and outer shell, and it is connected to the flange of 

the ICP torch.  
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Figure 5-40 Cross section of existing nozzle 

5.4.1.2 New nozzle design 

The newly designed nozzle will be used to match up with the existing ICP torch 

flange, so the parameters of the junction are limited, including the inner 

diameter of the aluminium ring, the diameter of the convergent part D1, the 

position of the chilling pipe, as well as the screwed holes. In Figure 5-41, the 

aforementioned parameters are shown in the existing ICP torch and its flange. 

 

Figure 5-41 Left: ICP torch; Right: the dedicated flange (top view) 

In order to investigate the effect of inner parameters on the footprint, the nozzle 

is designed as detachable. It will lead to a flexible adjustment of nozzle 

parameters in the following experiments, enabling convenient comparison with 

different nozzle sizes. So the copper nozzle is divided into two parts with 
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different missions: De-Laval ring for transporting plasma and mid ring for the 

cooling system, as shown in Figure 5-42. With a screw joint, the De-Laval ring 

can be twisted off and replaced by another one. 

 

Figure 5-42 Four parts of the new nozzle 

Figure 5-43 shows the assembly of the new nozzle, and the engineering 

drawing can be found in the appendix. Figure 5-44 illustrates the assembly 

diagram of the new nozzle and existing flange. We can see that there is a 

bolted connection between the flange and mid ring of the nozzle. It is a shrink fit 

that combines the mid ring and out shell together, which makes sure the chilling 

groove is sealed well.   

Aluminium alloy 6082 with t6 temper has very good corrosion resistance and 

higher strength than other aluminium alloys.  It is adopted to make the inner 

ring. The other three parts are made of copper.  Copper is also resistant to 

corrosion well in atmospheres and is considered one of the best conductors. 

Copper alloy CW024A is used to make those parts. Table 5-5 displays the 

properties of a related material selected for those parts.  
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Figure 5-43 Assembly of the new nozzle. Left: external view; Middle: perspective 

drawing; Right: cross section with flange 

 

Figure 5-44 Assembly diagrams of the new nozzle and existing flange. Left: 

section view; Right: top view  

Table 5-5 Parameters of related material 

Material Aluminium 

(6082-T6) 

Copper 

(CW024) 

Note 

Tensile strength [MPa ] 340 200 - 400  

Hardness [HV] 100 120  

Machinability rating Good 20 Alloy 360 FC Brass is 

100 

Melting point [℃] 555 1083  

Thermal conductivity [W m
-1 K-1

] 180 391.2  

Thermal expansion [K
-1

] 24x10-6 16.9x10-6  
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Figure 5-45 gives the comparison of 3D drawings between the existing and new 

torches.  

    

Figure 5-45 3D drawings of existing and new nozzle 

Table 5-6 illustrates the dimensions of all the nozzles designed and 

manufactured. The critical parameters (D1-3 and h1-3) were introduced in Table 

5-6, and λ is the angle of divergence. According to the one-factor-at-a-time 

(OFAT) method, D3 varies among nozzle No.1-3, D2 varies among nozzle No. 3-

5, h3 varies among nozzle No. 3, 6, 7, while D3 is kept constant at 11.4mm, and 

h3 varies among nozzle No. 7-9, while λ is kept constant at 24.7°. 

Table 5-6 Dimensions of the original and enhanced nozzles 

No. Ori 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

D1 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 

D2 5 5 5 5 4.7 4.3 5 5 5 5 3 

D3 12.6 12.6 12 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.4  N 16.7 11.4 

h1 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 

h2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

h3 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 20.6 14.6 20.6 26.6 26.6 

λ N N N N N N N 24.7 24.7 24.7 N 
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5.4.2 Power dissipation comparisons 

The enhanced nozzles were tested using the power dissipation method 

(documented in Section 5.3). In order to compare these nozzles, two groups of 

experiments were carried out. In the first group of experiments, there was a 6 

mm standoff distance between each nozzle and the substrate. Nozzles of No.6, 

No.7 and No.8 were not tested in this group, as the lengths of these three 

nozzles are much shorter than the rest. In the second group of experiments, all 

the nozzles were tested without the substrate. Measurements of each nozzle 

were undertaken 3 times, and average results of power dissipated were 

determined. Figure 5-46 illustrates the predicted power dissipated from coolant 

at 1200 W RF power. 

 

Figure 5-46 Predicted power dissipated of enhanced nozzles when RF power is 

1200 W 

Among those two sets of comparison, two clear differences can be noticed. First, 

the powers dissipated from all the enhanced torch nozzles were lower than that 

of the original torch nozzle. There was about 15% less power dissipated from 

the coolant in the ICP torch associated with the nozzle No.1, which has the 

same internal dimension with the original De-Laval nozzle. This phenomenon 

can be attributed to the significantly different design of the new nozzle assembly 

from the original one. Second, the power loss of a torch underneath of substrate 

is slightly higher than that without a substrate. This is considered because of the 

energy reflection from the substrate. However, there is only one exception in the 
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measurement of nozzle No.9. More convictive explanation will be given after 

further investigation on this typical nozzle dimension.  

From the comparison of magnitudes, nozzle No.3 has the smallest power 

dissipation when there is a substrate, and second smallest value without a 

substrate. Nozzle No.7, with the shortest depth, has the smallest power loss 

when there is no substrate. 

5.4.3 Summary 

In this section, a unique design of nozzle is introduced. To fulfil the need of 

nozzle quick-change, the nozzle is separated to two main parts: main body (as 

the interface to the existing torch) and a series of De-Laval rings (with different 

dimensions of inner walls). One of the big improvements is that the detachable 

structure enables different De-Laval rings to be changed rapidly. This design 

was proven beneficial to the experiments recorded in 5.4.2.  

In order to select the nozzles with higher efficiency regarding heat transfer, all 

the enhanced nozzles were tested based on the method of power dissipation 

calculation. Result, which is shown in Figure 5-46, proves that the power 

dissipated from the enhanced nozzle is less than that of original nozzle. Among 

the ten nozzles, nozzle No.3 (with the smallest diameter of the divergent end) 

was selected as with the smallest amount of power loss when there is a 

substrate upon the torch nozzle. Nozzle No.7 has the smallest amount of power 

loss when there is no substrate, due to its shortest depth. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Numerical approach and its result 

The understanding of the fluid dynamic behaviour of plasma flow settled 

between the inner part of the De-Laval nozzle and nearby surface requires a 

deep knowledge of physics and a fine analysis of the processing conditions. 

Then some aspects of the model and experimental results are discussed 

hereafter. Three aspects are detailed: validation approach, model results, and 

nozzle design rules.  

The validation approach of the CFD model was carried out by comparing axial 

pressure and temperature profiles with the benchmark model found in [1]. As 

presented in 4.2.1.4, a discrepancy error of 5% was obtained. This error was 

attributed to the dependency on the pressure and the chemical composition of 

the plasma. However, the main point of this work is the creation of a model that 

supported and increased the understanding of the plasma jet under real and 

specific processing conditions. Like other researchers’ (Wang et al [137]), the 

plasma figuring activity experienced strong changes of plasma temperatures, 

velocity and density when a substrate is added to the experimental 

configuration. Unlike others experimental setups [120,147–149] -used in plasma 

spraying process- where an 80mm standoff distance enabled measurements, 

the present configuration -6mm standoff-  limited direct experimental validation. 

This confined space would affect an OES investigation, where unwanted 

reflections of the light by the substrate and nozzle will degrade the collected 

spectrum quality. The harsh environment and the short standoff distance made 

measurements extremely challenging. Thus it was considered that an 

alternative method was required to correlate results of the CFD model with 

quantitative outputs.  

Based validation stage outcome, the CFD model provided a sound ground for 

the scientific understanding of the flow dynamics in the nozzle, when the flow 

was impinging a flat surface at a short distance. The two assumptions were 

made -HTJ instead of plasma and parabolic profiles of temperature and velocity 
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– enable to reduce the complexity of the model. Consequently, the 

computational time was reduced without degrading the quality of the results.  

The design of nozzles that are used for conveying subsonic plasma flow can be 

assisted by the present approach. In fact, the effects of different parameters of 

the nozzle can be investigated and adjusted for obtaining a specific velocity 

footprint of the gas flow. However, the present work benefited of an enhanced 

model is a model more capable of estimating the optimum design parameters 

for a given material processing flow velocity and material removal footprint. 

6.2 Power dissipation analysis 

An alternative method for the calculation of the power dissipation inside a 

plasma torch is given in Section 5.3. This project emphasises on the 

temperature measurements of coolant in the plasma system and its 

performance. All the experiments were conducted in the E-mode plasma 

discharge when the input power was set below 800 W. Several aspects which 

might affect the measurement quality have been taken into account and 

presented. 

This method provides an in-direct measuring approach to deduce the power 

dissipated by the coolant. The RTDs provide an immediate record and reliable 

read of the coolant temperature at specific positions. Thus, it overcomes the 

difficulty of the direct measurement for the impinging jets. However, the 

introduction of some RTDs, which are closed to the induction coil, leads to the 

interference between RTDs and the EM fields. 

Three results are analysed: the thermal cycle of the chiller, nominal gas flow, 

and the power dissipated. Firstly, a 3.5 °C variation amplitude of the thermal 

cycle of coolant unit was highlighted. lt was not observed directly either the 

effect of this variation or its effect on the torch behaviour. However, it was 

recognised that temperature around 15°C favour condensation on the coil. That 

phenomenon is known to lead to torch damage through an electrical 

breakdown. Thus, it is recommended a particular attention on the quality of the 

chiller and humidity of the surrounding air. Secondly, a 3.5% deviation from the 
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nominal gas flow value was correlated with the intensity of EM field. Researcher 

is not in the capacity to provide a firm explanation for this observation. Lastly, it 

was calculated that the value of the total power dissipated by the coolants for a 

1200 W power supply. This value was 399.6 W. The throughout investigation 

highlighted that the power dissipated in the nozzle coolant was 127.2 W 

whereas the coil coolant dissipated 272.4 W. An uncertainty value of 9 W was 

calculated based on a standard uncertainty principle. This analysis provides a 

level of confidence of 95 %. 

In E mode plasma, the torch efficiency ŋ is the ratio of the plasma jet power 

Pplasma to the total input RF power P input (ŋ = P plasma /P input) [143]. The torch 

efficiency value of the bespoke torch operated under E-mode was 48.8%. This 

value is higher than the one measured by Reed [73], Miller [119], and Gutsol 

[143]. The aforementioned researchers claimed 45%, 34% and 48% efficiency 

respectively. However, the bespoke torch did not reach the efficiency of the 

torch reported by Merkhouf [146] and Chen [127]. Merkhouf and Chen reported 

55% and 66% efficiency for two different regular ICP torches. It was considered 

that the copper nozzle in the bespoke torch coupled a great amount of power 

comparing to Merkhouf’s and Chen’s.  

Methods to measure and calculate the power dissipation are different in each 

publication from another. Also, it is difficult to compare the torch efficiencies of 

different types of plasma torches. The reason is that aluminium permeability 

constant induces strong coupling with the EM fields. The use of ceramic or 

dielectric materials would be beneficial. However, the integrity of these 

materials may degrade due to the short distance to the plasma core. Also, these 

materials are prone to thermal shock due to their low thermal diffusivity. Finally, 

it is suggested that the design of a nozzle made of non-conductive material (e.g. 

Alumina or ULE) will be beneficial for the torch efficiency.  
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7 Conclusion 

Objective 1: Improvement of the PDS performance – assessment of the 

influencing factors and determination of the optimum tuning parameters.  

The study of the fixed matching RF network PDS adjustment enabled to 

determine the optimum tuning of both Tune and Load capacitors. The reflected 

power values observed was less than 10 W for forwarded power values that 

ranged from 200 W up to 1 KW. However, it should be mentioned that the 

original torch was performing in E mode only. The research on the coil 

highlighted the effect of the coil length on both frequency and ignition power. 

The sensitivity of coil length is 0.065, which is more than twice of load 

capacitance sensitivity value (0.025) but still much lower than tune capacitance 

sensitivity value (2.5). The optimum coil length was 23.5 mm. An optimum 

tuning of three system parameters was recommended. 

Objective 2: Numerical analysis of De-Laval nozzle – Investigation of the 

aerodynamic property through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation 

and analysis of the De-Laval nozzle design using the CFD model. 

A CFD model based on the High Temperature Jet (HTJ) was developed for a 

De-Laval nozzle. This model was initially validated against the plasma torch 

model developed by Morsli and Proulx [17] with an acceptable degree of 

agreement. Compared to plasma models, this simplified model proved that the 

use of HTJ is sufficient for the actual De-Laval nozzle design characterization. 

In fact, the numerical results of this model highlighted that appropriate profiles 

of temperature and velocity applied on the nozzle inlet with reduced 

computational time. Furthermore, the model enabled the investigation of the 

entire aerodynamic behaviour of HTJ from the nozzle inlet up to the processed 

surface. 

Based on this CFD model, some initial design rules and nozzle parameter 

sensitivity analysis has been obtained. It highlights the increased performance 

of an improved nozzle design. This nozzle is expected to enhance the 

processing capability of plasma figuring by reducing the MSF errors. This 
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enhanced nozzle is predicted to deliver a 12.5% smaller footprint and 15.5% 

higher temperature.   

Objective 3: Power dissipation analysis of ICP torch – Investigation of the power 

loss mechanism of a plasma delivery system based on ICP torch and evaluation 

of the torch efficiency of the bespoke ICP torch. 

Results of measurement are analysed and the power dissipated from the 

coolants in E mode are calculated. This investigation provides a confidence 

level of 95%, after an uncertainty analysis. In H mode, the measurement of 

coolant temperature was carried out at the RF power of 850 W to 300 W. 

According to the near linear correlation between TD and RF power, the power 

dissipation at 1200 W RF power can be predicated as 400 W.  

The percentage of power dissipated by heating the argon gas –calculated using 

information obtained through the CFD model is 394 W. This result is less robust 

because the ionisation energy was not counted for.  

The radiation from plasma –excitation and transportation regions– is absorbed 

by surrounding parts: coil, aluminium tube, outer quartz tube, copper nozzle, 

and surrounding air. Some of the total radiative energy (273 ~ 403 W) is clearly 

dissipated by coil and nozzle. This amount of energy is already counted by the 

power dissipated through coolants (5.3.4). Then it is suggested that the E radiation 

which is transferred to surrounding air and the aluminium tube is still to be 

defined.  Table 5-4 illustrates the power dissipated of each torch part. 

Objective 4: Experimental tests of enhanced nozzles – Design and 

manufacturing a series of De-Laval nozzles based on the CFD analysis. Test 

these nozzles based on the power dissipation analysis. 

In this section, a unique design of nozzle is introduced. By comparing the 

intensity of the power dissipation values, one nozzle was clearly identified as 

being more capable to provide highly efficient plasma jet. Result, which is 

shown in Figure 5-46, proves that the power dissipated from the enhanced 

nozzle is less than that of original nozzle. Among the ten nozzles, nozzle No.3 

(with the smallest diameter of the divergent end) was selected as with the 
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smallest amount of power loss when there is a substrate upon the torch nozzle. 

Nozzle No.7 has the smallest amount of power loss when there is no substrate, 

due to its shortest depth.  
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8 Recommendations for future work 

This PhD project focused on characterization and optimisation of the bespoke 

plasma torch and its plasma jet. Two research investigations were carried out 

using both numerical and experimental approaches. The numerical simulation 

enabled to understand the aerodynamic and thermodynamic properties of the 

De-Laval nozzle. The experimental work enabled to understand the power 

dissipation mechanism in the bespoke ICP torches. However, future research is 

required to improve the scientific investigation, and to improve the optical 

fabrication using a plasma figuring process. 

The new designed nozzle series have been tested through the power 

dissipation experiment. The priority of the future work is to test the enhanced 

nozzle series through material removal footprint experiment. The final optimum 

nozzle is expected to have a footprint in the range 1 to 5 mm FWHM. Then, the 

nozzle will be equipped to the bespoke ICP torch for the whole surface figuring 

process. 

Numerical simulation is recommended to improve with higher accuracy of 

prediction. In the future, the CFD model will take the EM field into account, and 

3D geometry will be much beneficial to explain the aerodynamic behaviour of 

plasma. The further developed model is expected to predict the footprint of 

plasma torch nozzle for figuring process. Finally, more understanding of the 

heat effects will be carried out using the CFD model together with the 

temperature measurement experiment.   
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